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By CHERRY JONES 
Texan Staff Writer 
University students groups^ including 
Student Government and the Mexican* 
will meet • with federal 
He information from anyone contacting 
them at their office in Main Building 206. 
Few people have come by the office so 
-far, Sandra Williams, head of the in-
matical discussion." , 
, "They just asked me to describe areas 































officials in?; /,there have been' 'a lot of phone c$ll§ to $et 
vestigating alleged.discriminatory prao, '.up appointments.", ^ 
tices at the University to discuss minority 
• enrollment policies and programs. • »••• r 
- Hie Investigation by the Department of " 
Health* .Eduction and Welfare (HEWi -
began Monday and will continue through 
Friday. University policies on minority • 
recruitment, admissions, financial aid and 
support,- student services, housing, 
employment and athletics will be, in­
vestigated. 
Members of 
to present petitions circulated last week 
asking for a public hearing on the Univer­
sity's minority policies to the HEW of-
ficials. 
A rally sponsored by Students for a 
Liberated University is scheduled for noon 
Wednesday on the Main Mall to 
'demonstrate student concern about dis-
minority student recruiting," Maggie Her­
nandez, group member, said. 
Tuesday the five-member team from 
the HEW regional Office of Civil 
. . . .  .  .  a w i v M w e r s i t y  v i c e - ^  D u n c a n  s a i d  t h e i n t e r v i e w  w a s  " f o c u s e d  
president for student affairs and actu«^uch more on prtgrams and 
director of the Student financial Aids Of- organizaUonal structure of the dean of 
fice, David Hershey, director of ad-, students' office," rather than on policies 
missions; James Duncan, dean of^f his office 
students; and Jiobert Cooke, director of;:"y' 
jj > criminatory practices at the University in 
Although no public hearing is scheduled;"'regard to hiring women and ethnic 
of active the HEW team will hear complaints or minorities 
bousing 
The interviews are designed 
to determine University policies and 
procedures," Ms. Williams said. "We are 
asking top administrators to describe; 
their operations and how they monitor-
equal opportunity for students in their 
division." 
Brown termed the interview a "gram-
"Intaruigw* with administrators will con* 
primarily Wnue through Wednesday, Ms, Williams 
Supply X 
By BILL DAWSON 
" With only a 300-gallon emergency gagoline supply left in the 
University Physical Plant pumps, employes who normally fuel 
University vehicles there were relying exclusively Tuesday on 
commercial stations for the suddenly precious liquid. 
University Physical Plant Director Willi£m Wilcox said Tues-" 
^day that Texaco, the University's contract gasoline supplier, 
furnished only 77 percent of the amount the University 
" in February, 1972. 
: federal energy guidelines, the University is permitted 
lent of 97 percent of what it received in that month, 
said. 
Texaco made the cutback to all its contract customers, he 
said. "I assume they just don't have it." 
Measures to reduce gasoline consumption by University 
vehicles, including on-the-job truck pools and reduced mail 
deliveries, are definitely proving effective, Wilcox said. 
:: "We're confident all of our people are aware of the crisis, and 
they, especially the supervisory people, are using their ingenui­
ty to cut back on gas usage," he said. 
"t Wilcox said he had received no specific reports of employes 
having difficulty finding gasoline off campus. 
"They're pretty resourceful; word usually gets around where 
gas can be found," he said. "Sometimes they may have to go to 
two or three stations, but we've had no emergencies yet.'k 
A telephone check of 10 University area service stations by 
The Texan Tuesday afternoon found only four reporting they 
had any gasoline left from their February supply. Three of 
those said they were limiting daily sales, and the fourth in­
dicated only a small amount of gasoline remained. 
Wilcox said efforts are being made to get more gasoline for, 
the University. University administrators were in conference 
Tuesday with officials of the Texas Railroad Commission's 
State Energy Office, lte said. ' 
Wilcox indicated inquiries are being made thifeugh th& 
University's purchasing agent, and would be made though the 
Board of Control statewide government purchasing agency for 
all state agencies, in seeking more gasoline for the University. 
I No trouble hadlteen experienced in getting natural gas for 
heating University buildings daring the present energy shor­
tage, Wilcox said. "Southern Union, our supplier, has curtailed 
supplies to some other, customers, but the University has had no 
curtailment of natural gas since Feb. 8, 1973." •. : 
Asked when he expects the University's March gasoline allot 
ment, Wilcox said he did not yet know when it will start to 
arrive. 
"We're all hoping it will be early in March," he said. 
Said. The HEW officials then will meet 
with student organizations that have Mfo 
quested meetings. 
. At an organizational meeting Monday, 
University Vice-President Lorene Rogers-
met with the HEW team and provided. 
University records requested by HEW. ^ 
Ms. Williams said the data, requested 
prior to arrival of the investigative team, 
was "fairly complete," although some 
records did not contain racial or ethnic in­
formation. The University is compiling 
this information and will have it ready by 
the end of the week, she added. 
"The records didn't give us much infor­
mation, but they will as soon as we finish 
evaluating them. ... Right now we're just 
taking down facts as people present them. 
We haven't started interpreting them 
• yet," Ms. Williams said. 
The HEW team will return in March to-
, complete its investigation. 
"We know we won't have flme to finish 
our investigation this week," but the team 
has other commitments until about mid-
March, Ms. Williams said. v; ('fry 
A report on the HEW findings will not be 
submitted until the investigation is com­
pleted in March, she added. The team will 
. report to the University and will make 
recommendations if discrimination is 
found. 
Failure to correct any discriminatory 
practices could result in termination of 
approximately $12 ijiillion in HEW funds 
\ to the University; 
Play It Again, Sam. J 
tNff Hull fcy PsiU W— 
. . .  .  .  
The latest entry in the continuing Mga of the ill-fated window* wends itî  
way to the scaffolding at the Communication Complex. Since constructional 
was completed last semester, several of the windows have broken. 




Plat forms. . .  
Candidates for Stud-
n 
Warmer. . .  
Wednesday's forecast calls for partly cloudy skies 
and warmer temperatures with the high in the low 
70s and the low in the upper 50s. Winds will be south­
erly 10 to 20 m.p.hi 
J* jr-
^  ^f V 4  Vtf'1 ^ 
should turn in a 25-1 ine 
typewritten platform 15 
to The Daily Texan of- , 
fice by 5 p.m. Wednes-
day. Presidential and 
vice-presidential and 
senator at-large and 
Un ivers i ty  Co-0p i  
Board  cand ida tes  > 
have  un t i l  5  p .m. -
Thursday. Senator at-
large and Co-Op can­
didates can have 34- r 
line platforms while -
presidential arid vice-
pres ident ia l  can -~  
didates can have 5Qr~ , v 
Checks 
By JEFF SAMFIELD ' 
. Spot checking of ID cards before allow­
ing students to board Transportation 
Enterprises, Inc. (TEI) shuttle buses will 
begin March 11, Mark Goode, Shuttle Bus 
Committee chairman, said Tuesday. L , 
The decision, reached at a Feb. 13 
meeting, was made in response to a 
number of complaints from both Universi­
ty students and TEI bus drivers that the 
buses are full and overcrowded, James S. 
Wilson, shuttle bus administrator, said. 
"Some riders may be high school 
students and others are faculty and staff 
members, and we think many of these non-
students have not paid for a bus pass," . 
Wilson said. 
..C'We will check ID cards on every route 
throughout the day, particularly during 
crowded rush hour periods," he added. :: 
"Several students have-complained that 
faculty and staff members have been 
riding the. buses, without buying a shuttle 
bus pass," said Goode. 
"The students cannot find seats because 
they have been taken by nonstudent, non-1 
paying passengers," he continued. 
Beginning March 11, student ID cards 
will be spot checked by Shuttle Bus Com­
mittee members and shuttle bus ad-
Buses 
shuttle bus passes. 
A pass may be purchased for $8 by facul-
' ministrator$ at various points along all of 
Jhe bus routes, and Goode emphasized that 
delays in boarding the buses will be kept to __ty and staff members at the bursar's of* 
_a minimum. - Si fice, and passes for_dependents of -faculty-
He said that he hopes this action will en* - and staff members may be bought for 
courage faculty and staff members to buy the city's tax department office. 
on Distribution 
1 
r v.4 By BILL GARLAND ^ ^ valorem property tax <of 10 cents per $100 
Texan Staff Writer valuation currently supporting college 
A proposed method for partially funding building programs. ' ^ ^ 
•^public colleges outside jtnrisdiction of thern~^e 
Permanent University Fund drew, cries of following purposes: 
"fiscal lunacy and irresponsibility" Tues- • "Acquiring land either with or without 
day at the Constitutional Convention. permanent improvements. 
Delegates nevertheless voted to keep ,t„ . .. . £ 
the most controversial part of the funding ^Constructing new buU«flngs of other 
proposal in modified f0rna; ^ : - permanent improvements. 
- r  
•tt- ̂  
f-
: i f, "Y % 
3n the traditional competitive spirit 
ofAmericans, -a-controversy-hast»mer? 
up as to who actually did the first 
streak" across the University cam 
night The Daily ^ Texan 
received a ball from a male student 
who claimed he and six other brave 
men were the first to strip t and 
"streak"^around the. east .wing of— 
Jester Center. 
But th^ tibto^fi^bup^S feat 
m mmm 
W, 
jiv been contested by several University 
students who viewed their first 
s '"streak" Feb. 5 and informed The Tex 
an Tuesday, through letters and pte 
tures. 
^:;"hearsay; ,the Feb. 5 
"HM documented by photographs taken by 
streak" has been 
felt^the run 
might have historical significance 
_ The Jirst naked runner also has been 
co^imended by viewers because he did 
a solitary "streak,*' without the securi 
ty of otiier exposed "streakers." In ad-
' THE EDUCATICNS Committee proposed 
that & State Higher Education Assistance 
Fund equal to the yearly value of the 
Available University Fund be set aside 
each year for schools outside the Universi-* 
ty and Texas A&M University Systems.: 
The' Available' Fund, consisting mostly -
"of dividends from the invested |680 million' 
Permanent University Fund, is now worth 
more than $30 million a year and is ex­
pected to be worth more than $50 million 
by I960. 
THE PART of the plan which drew the 
most fire Tuesday would allow schools to 
Issue bonds,or notes for "all or any part of 
the fund allocatedflr to be^ocated to the 
Wtotion^^^P»pP^ 
An amendment'% Grand Salihe Rep. " 
Bill Hollowell to dq away with.the,swjtion 
was tabled 94-69. f 
"This whole thiii^g (the pro^o^f' con­
stitution) will go down like yesterday's 
junk" rriaiC ~Hollowell warned delegates. • 
about the effect of such a provision. 
IT COULD eventually cause a $5 billion 
)t over a 50-year period if the 
Available Fund increased in value to $100 
million, Dallas Rep. Ray Hutchison said. 
Hutchison reasoned that if the fund were 
worth $100 million, the'24 schools outside^ 
the two University Systems could issue 
bonds in that amount each year for SO. 
years, thus arriving at the $5 billibn 
figure. j _ _ 
Currently, witii t6e fund worth just over 
$31 million, the total possible indebtedness^ 
could reach, aroujuL $320.(..million. 
., Such eventualities were iomewhat curv 
m (Ution to this favorable quality,. the ortglnaVruriner performed in bright 
daylight, unlike his imitators who took 
- tp the shadows of the night before ei--
poping themselves. • • ^ ^ 
fi r J, was seen dashing 
^ Across t}ie South Mall to the surprise of 
• "Repairing and rehabilitating existing 
buildings or other permanent im­
provements. . ' ,% 
• "Acquiring library books ^ind 
materials. ~ 
• "Acquiring capital equipment. 
, • ''Paying thejjrincipal of and interest 
on any bonds or*notes Issued pursuant to 
this authority?' '. r " T" 
THESE ARE tile same restrictions plac-r 
ed on the Permanent University Fund 
"building program" in the section dealing 
with the Permanent Fund approved by the 
convention. "• '* 
The Permanent Fund building program ' 
deals only with the University and A&Mt 
Systems. ^ 
An amendment by Houston Rep. Gene 
£ Jones to open the assistance fund for pur­
poses besides those listed above was tabl­
ed 131-32. t — ,!r ''t ^yi 
The other purposes. would have ^eev 
provided by statutes 
—uMr:-Jones teHs you- we had better 
provide flexibility'.if this fund (the 
Available University Fund) does grow as 
we expect.Theremay be atimewhenyou 
don't need to build any new buildings,'' 
Dallas Rep..Jim Mattox said defending the 
Jones amendment." -M} 
SPEAKING for the assistant fund 
cept as Tuesday's session began, Vernon 
Sen. Jack Hightower answered critics who 
claimed the fund-would cause a tax ftw. 
crease sipce the current ad valorem taxi 
^raises only $22million fffrebll^e builEngtr^ 
purposes. - f 
He said the Legislature made an- ad-
|ditional appropriation to the state schools 
of $22 million for the same purposes 
year. -
"Actually we would haye saved mcmey^ 





M? •'i/' '•M 
UT't ftrtf documented '«fr*ak«r' startM South Mall crowd Feb. 5. 
tailed, however, with an amendment by 
Austin Sett. Lloyd Doggett to'limit the ^ . 
total bonded indebtedness to 50 percent of. ha« this been in the Constitution now. This 
the Permanent University. Fund's value. change but not a m " " 
limit the percoitage to 30 pen^nt. ' 4 DELB3GATES will c%tint 
"To put it at less Uuui' 50 percent would - -.tion of the assistance 
tie their Kands,~~lmt ~I doubt they'll ever beginning at 1:30 p.«r 
reach 50 percent," Doggett said. The Rights and Suffra^ 
The assistance fund as proposed by the ' scheduled to present the Article oit 





By JOETTE MOFFETT t 
Texan Staff Writer 
—emplrei!? "voir: 
.{Rehabilitation in Texas' prisoii| 
.system and extensive reforms 
within prisons are needed, San 
Antonio attorney Joe Frazier. 
Brown said Tuesday night. 
, Speaking at Tarrytown 
, United Methodist Church, 
Brown stressed inadequacies 
: in the field of corrections. He 
! emphasized that "society: 
decides where we are going uili 
the correctional field through* 
its choice of elected represen­
tatives."' ^ 
Browrt, & practicing at­
torney, is past director of Tex-
"There is a tendency to 
place a person convicted of 
crimes in a 'locked up' condi­
tion and then forget About 
him," Brown said. 
He stressed the need for ex-
s^T^panded correctional facilities' 




tation, Travis County. Sheriff 
Raymond Frank and ex-
convict Robert Hirsch gave 
short responses. 
Frank discussed the long 
delays between arrest and 
trials which lead to extended 
incarceration in county jails. 
He advocated the release of 
prisoners awaiting their trials 
to alleviate crowded jail con­
ditions. \ 
$ Hirsch, the first ex-convict 
in the United States to be cer­
tified as a paramedic, is work­
ing at the Travis County Jail. 
He is on partile from a 12-year 
term in 
system. 
the Texas' prison 
"I tried to get rehabilitated, 
but I had to go out myself and 
find some doctors to take in­
terest in me so I could become 
a paramedic,". Hirsch said. 
*'• "What really has to be done 
is to rehabilitate the public," 
he added. "Even after I was 
certified I had trouble finding 
a job .because I . was an ex-
con." > 
"What you have to do is to 
bring rehabilitation into the 
prisons and then get the public 
to accept the prisoners that 
get rehabilitated," he said. 
By PA' 
Texan Staff Writer 
Seven Student Government 
.presidential: .and four vice-
presidential candidates 
presented their campaign out­
lines in a forum for married 
students Tuesday at the 
Gateway Apartments Com­
munity buildings 
. "Married students are the 
most isolated minority on 
B'ruyere, Frank Fleming, LeeS; Should ask for low-cost hous- senatorial1 offfce hours, 
Bobn, Norma Solis, Richard)\§}ng to be built .firom;,thes§~;f better shuttle bus stop 
Frank White and Eshe Bar-</^rofits," he said. n'fighting, the funding of a 
-^don-.|»resented-fiveHnainute^|--Banks-said--that-Mille^-ad^- women's ,_aMelic_,prg^jrn_ 
platfprms to the group along^vofcated reorganizing the and a student regent position, 
with Jeff Banks, who spoke University Council to-give/' "Student Government must 
for candidate J. Mark Miller.,^students more voice in the 
Two other presidential can-^decision making process 
didates,  Ruth Ann Slope andg^Jmplementing a full  
Jean Marie Kelly, 
able to attend. 
•" Bicamerical  
were urf-^Bouthwest Conference 
represent the students in both 
^ r Bar-Adon three 
V'program for women and inrs yprograms, including a Univer^ 
student' -'creasing minority recruit*."'sity economic community, a 
campus. Direct contact with government, a student regent^%ient were al$o included in' student health community and 
candidates brings us back into " position and a student Betters'^.Miller's program, Banks said. ta student lobby. , 
the community," Campbell Business Bureau were can-';,; "Misguided" regents, an in-"By consolidating student 
White, chairperson of the didatej Ray Bruyere'sV,Adequate student health power economically and pout-
Married Students Housing priorit ies.  He also advocated -'  center and minority recruit* cally we can achieve our 
"" '. goals," he said. , * , " 
All four vice-presidential 
candidates. Lynn CaUle 
jMnLydarBuFParnsn ai 
William Ware, attended the 
forum. -
Advocating mandatory stu­
dent senatorial  hours,  a  
Health Center board "similar 
m 
Council, which sponso.r$y£e.. afojaterosbip program lor^fnent are three problems Ms 
forum, said. "" *pwitical 
Presidential candidates Ray 
scieifce majors and aw '^Rohn said she feels need close 




percentage of parolled or 
released felons who are again 
convicted. 
.  "What society .must 
remember is that 90 percent 
of all convicted felons go back 
, (after release from prison) to 
the communities from which 
, they came," Brown said. _ 
J".- "How they are able to func­
tion in society depends- on the 
quali ty of correctional 
methods," he added. 
: Progress toward getting an 
'gquitable financing system for 
public schools in the new Tex 
Tuesday night by a panel of 
legislators," minority group 
representatives and concern- „ 
ed citizens. 
The program was sponsored 
by Texans ior Educational 
Excellence (TEE), a non­
profit research group organiz­
ed last year. { v 
TEE sponsored a panel con­
sisting of former State Sen. 
Joe J. Bernal of San Antonio; 
Dr.  Earl  M. Lewis,  
Constitutional Revision Com­
mission member; State Rep. 
State Sen. Oscar Mauzy of 
Dallas. 
Bernal, executive director 
of the Commission for 
Mexican-American affairs 
and member of TEE's Board 
of Directors, pointed out dis­
parities among districts in 
market value-«assessment, 
per-pupil Expenditures and 
maintenance tax rates in the 
state^ 
:v"rm tired of the Student; 
Government thinking its ac-J 
tions affect the .world," he: 
said. 
r " " ~ Former Student Sen. Frank 
Texas, Bernal "said, ranks Fleming named shuttle bus,. 
40th in the nation in per-pupil services and need for low-cost 
spending and eighth in wealth, housing as two areas needing 
, legislators who will introduce 
and back a bill supporting in­
creased student financial  
aid," she said. ' 
. Promising "to be sensitive 
to student needs," Ms. Solii„4o"t~h'e""Co^p Boanl" and loca= 
advocated allocating money_„ t i o n  rotation of Senate 
from the Available Fund to meetings, Cauley said he 
.students who really need it. ,' - would "concentrate on lobby 
LIONS ARTS AND CRAFTS CHARITY FESTIVAL 
April 20 & 21, 1974 
*New high traffic location 
on Town Lake, 
Riverside Dr. & S. Lamar 
'Sales Price ltd to 
$35.00 per item 
(plus frame) f 
•Entry ltd to first 
200 artists 
Graduate Urban Studies 
Program at Trinity Universi­
ty in San Antonio, said the 
Supreme Court hds presented 
Texas with "a formidable 
challenge" {ft come up with 
public school finance reform 
on its own. 
f Kubiak gave a report from 
the Constitutional Convention, 
saying that it had been "a 
matter of compromises, of 
politics — but! do hope we get 
equal opportunity for children 
in every district." ; 
"Money used to concrete 
West Mall comes from profits 
I. off construction bonds that 
can only be used for construc­
tion. Student Government 
: "My interest is with the 
Available Fund and how it is 
used," she said. 
White said he would work 
for "an equivalent of 
activities." -
'  Ms. Lyda cited.  "the 
Manhattanizing of the Univer­
si ty campus" and the 
"inadequacy of.  one 
gynecologist  for 20,000 r?'  
women" as primary problems 
needing attention. 
"I'll be available, I have no 
political aspiration^ beyond 
thi£ office. I just want more 
student voice in the.^ 
government," she said. _ 0|j 
^ Save University Neighbor-^ 
hoods chairperson Parrislipi 
pledged a loU^^or>|ii£^^|pi 
recruitment and such Univer# '^ 
sity programs as an add-dropg 
extension. 
"My experience in SUN and 
Project INFO have shown me, 
where the priorities are," he 
.said. -
Ware began his speech ex­
plaining that his ecological 
from using leaflets.  He, ad­
vocated pressuring the City -
Council for student needs and 
' bypassing the regents concern 
ning student programs. 
• "Why waste time with the,-. 
" regente who wouldn't listen to 
us anyway? It would be better 
to try|»nd elect a governor- -
... this state needs one," he said, 
Student Government 
presidential  and vice-
: presidential candidates will 
speak again on the Union 
Patio at noon Thursday. 
Minorities Fill Low Pay Jobs 
By SUE GRAUERHOLZ 
v Minorities are hired by the 
City of Austin in numbers 
proportional to their  
prevalence in the population, 
but generally they are hired 
for lower payinjg,  unskil led 
jobs, a city, study has reveal­
ed. 
Completed earlier  this 
month by the city's Personnel 
Department and submitted-to 
*$1,000 speht .on 
p advertising 1 
Application 
S. Austin Lions Gub 
c/o Joe Marks 
P.O. Box 1017 
Austin, Texas 78767 
(512) 442-8397 
Entry Fee $15.00 
ADDRESS 
PHONE 




Your ON CAMPUS Student Store 
Weekdays 8:00 xtil 6:00 








CONVENIENT FOR SHUTTLE BUS RIDERS! 
the Equal Opportunity Com­
mission, the study- is  a 
breakdown of city employes 
by sex and race. 
It will help set goals as part 
Of an Affirmative Action 
Policy Statement which will 
be presented to City Council 
probably by March 31, Jimmie 
Flakes, Equal Employment 
Opportunity compliance ' of­
ficer, said Tuesday. 
"Once this policy statement 
is adopted, employment data 
on- individual departments 
will be utilized to set the goals 
in departmental affirmative 
action plans," City Manager 
Dan Davidson said. 
The report showed that 
although women make up 
more than 46 percent of the 
professionals employed by the 
city, they are concentrated at 
Brackenridge Hospital, the 
City Health Department, in 
federal programs or clerical 
work. 
The employment of a 
proportional number of 
minorities and women in the : 
city "did not occur by ac­
cident," Flake said,  in­
dicating there has been some 
effort to hire more minorities 
and women. 
the ratio of minority in­
dividuals in the Austin 
metropolitan area is 26.7 to, 
73.3, and the ratio of minori^tT 
city employes to nonminority 
city employes is 29.75 to 70.25. 
However, the percentage of 
women employes compared to 
the percentage of women in 
the Austin area is not so im­
pressive: 28.87 percent to 
39.10 percent. 
The percentage of city 
employes in each group ear­
ning less than $8,000 a year is: 
blacks, 91.5 percent; Mexican-
Americans, 84.8 percent; 
whites, 54.6 percent; women, 
7^.3 percent, and men, 60 per-
: cent, the report states.;^ 
BRIGHT COLORS & STRIPES 
MIN'S TANK TOPS 
44 
Sporty warm weolher cOsualj mode of durable 
cotton or soft, polyester oncLcotton blend 
Choose bold stripes with contrasting trir 






JEAN SHOP FOR THE 
LARGEST SELECTION OF 
JEANS IN AUSTIN AT 
THE LOWEST PRICES 
1 0 %  O F F  
on the purchase of any 
jeans - Feb. 28, March 1 or 2 
HOW TO GET THERE: 
CHARTER FLIGHT MAY 30 - JULY 11 
DALLAS-BRUSSELS! /PARIS-DALLAS 
-"7 
via Capitol International Airways 
i -COUPON-
r Flight exclusively /or University Q/ Texas students, , faculty* and staff and their immediate 
families. Price based on a pro rata share of the total charter cost (183 seats). The flight is 
aboard Capitol Inlernalional Airicay$, an American Certified Supplemental Air Garrier whose 
demonstrated dependability has enabled it to be a U.S. Government contractor. 
GROUP FLIGHTS 
' Via American and Icelandic Jet* 
BIKINIS 
May 19-Aug. 19 
May 25-July 25 
May 28-July 11 
May 31-Aug. 21 
(93 Days) Dallas-Luxembourg-Dallas 
(62 Days) Dallas-Luxembourg-Dallas 
(45 Days) Dallas-Luxembourg-Dallas 








Rustprpoi «iok droW -S«t» 
wtHitfL tub*, toutwy bat 
k«H. w«nt«boshm. trail 




On* six* fits al 








5|«J^ $1.76 $ I 3 2 
• 
May 19-Aug. 19 
May 25-July 25 
May 29-Avg. 15 
May 30-Aug. 20 
GROUP FLIGHTS 
Via Delta and Icelandic Jets 
(93 Days), Houston-Luxembourg-Houston 
(62 Days) Houston-Luxembourg-Houston 
(75 Dqys) Hou»ton-Luxembourg-Hou»tor 
(83 Day*)' Houston-Luxembourg-Houston 
KLEENEX 





• U* Oil 
• UHm 
• Utien" 
•Vi f , 
HAMCOCK CEHTEB OPEN MQM..SAT. 9^0-9:00 
W:: 
GROUP FLIGHTS FOR UT STUDENTS, FACULTY. STAFF A IrANIILY. PLEASE INQUIRE 
* Mil nmuoH S"ACC <H°usr°»-AW"°"STOw ANO rourii 
- - WHAT TO DO WHEN ,Y0U GET THERE: 
Student-Rail Passes 7} Recommendations for Lodging • 
Eurailpas»es_ _ ^ -Auto Rentals A Purthates r 
Eurailguide ,— J ' t Lists of Hostels -i 
VW Adventures . - Complete Selection of Maps 8 
International Student I.D. Card 
Travel Insurance* 
Student Rights Within Europe 
Foreign Study Programs •->- -
" J . - - - -  .  ,  v X.>V / *t»4i ' m *•«" •*"> 
IS AU YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT EUROPE* 
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A Direct Line For 
Voicing Ideas, Suggestions 
& Complaints V 
3 - 5 p.m. Weekdays 
€f 
w 
P»ge I weUnesday, Februafy 27, 1974 THE DAISY TEXAN 
BIG "FLAME-KISSED v i 
HAMBURGERSi CRISPY 
FRENCH FRIES • HOMEMADE 
- ONION RINGS • CREAMY 
MILK SHAKES 
ALL AT PRICES YOU CAN ;f 
^ AFFORD! iJKJ $ 
OUR SERVICE IS FAST . 
; v4i|i TRY US! 
KeP 
MAM/ ON THE DRAG 








By BOB ETNYRE 
recommendation thati 
hours of four University 
libraries be extended from 10 
to 11 p.m. has been sent by Dr. 
Archie Straiton, chairman of 
the University Energy 
H Conservation Committee, to 
•$ President Stephen Spuir, The 
L jexan learned Tuesday. 
f^.v-The Battle Hall, Biology, 
2 Business-Economics and 
t Physics-Math-Astronomy 
libraries, now closing at 10 
p.m., would remain open until 
11 p.m. Sunday through Thurs­
day if Spurr approves the 
recommendation. ' - -Xlt 
"My figures show thai tnf gaggflis^^s^gaaafl 
ies^ consipne uST 
kilowatts of enetgy for every 
hour they remain open, so no 
one can say that energy is not 
being saved by the early clos­
ing hours," Straiton said. 
(toursf Urged 
the 11 p.m. closing hour is a 
; compromise between the ID 
p,m, now in effect and mid-
nighty the closing hour of the 
four libraries before Dec.-21. 
"I have no objection to Dr. 
Straiton's proposal," said Ms. 
Nanpy McAdams, acting 
associate director of general 
libraries. "It would simply be 
a matter of rescheduling our 
Dr. George Schulz-Behrend, 
chairman of the University 
Library Committee, said 
"half a loaf is better than none. 
passed a. 
motion Feb. 5 reading that all' 
library hours be reinstated as 
soon as possible. It was not 
approved by President Spurr, 
so I hope the new recommen­
dation is more successful," 
Schulz-Behrend pdded.. 
Alan Beychok, chairman of 
the Student Government 
Education Committee, agreed 
with Dr. Schulz-Behrend. "I 
hope the recommendation ofi 
the Energy Conservation 
Commit&ee is successful and 
approved before mid-term ex-
».am^." ' 
By F, SCOTT BOBBri^V^lack and a chicaoo to 
• and 
JEFF SOUTH 
Texan Staff Writers 
Council toCMfft 
Creeks 
.. ^ ̂  olicemen ' vov«rpatrol' 
ihree-member Civil Servic^East llth and 12th Streets, 
pommission when the nex^ - Overton complained, "with as ~ 
Austins 
.r:;^acancies occur. The commisN- many as four or five police 
Citizens of East Austin Sion has the power to in$?v|*cars parked in front of 
' Tuesday night called for the Vestigate complaints agaiiu£r$<business establishments. 
' resignation of Austin Police policemen. \r-These patrol cars just sit 
Preservation 6f 
creeks will be discussed in a request for a change in its bill 
public hearing before City jng procedure was turned 
Council at 1 p.m. Thursday in <] 
the City Electric Building. 4,, 
After many months of work, 
Chief Robert A: Miles in a ; The meeting followed' a 
meeting at the Pan American "Tuesday morning meeting 
v Center, 2100 E. Third St. ^.between Miles and East 
ff|!m Seeking a plan to remedyiji'&ustin citizens in which the 
there^ waiting for something 
to happen." . 
~ The local NAACP president 
added that "often police of-
cases of police harass-^fchief promised to "personally ficers harass people going into 
ment and brutality, the group investigate legjUmate tcqm- , stores, or holler pt people 
also recommended that plaints w Mt1-^coming out, That's intimida-
;v|feyor Roy Butler appoint a Gilbert Rivera,' leader *of "tion. 
Brown Berets, a chicano "This over-surveillance has 
For Primary 
By STEVE GOLUB 
"However the need of the -^He Democratic a~W 
graduate students should Republican Party primaries 
probably come first, because 
the 115 kilowatt figure is not 
all that large when compared 
with the 14 to 16 million 
kilowatts of energy the 
University consumes each 
month," he added. 
Straiton also explained that 
May 4 and June 1 will be the 
first in Travis County to use 
old paper ballots. - V&1,, , >v 
Both parties haverequested 
the use of the city data 
processing facillty-and 
Municipal Building, to count 
the votes electronically, Ran­
dy Turner! city manager ad­
ministrative assistant, .said 
City Coiincil will consider 
Both the county : and city 
flow use the county-owned 
voting machines and the city-
owned data processing facility 
for conducting elections. 
Count 
The two parties would pay 
tlie cost of using the city com-I 
puter facilities to count the. 
votes in the primary elec­
tions. The estimated total 
we are being overpatrolled,. citizens, and means that other 
harassed, brutalized and kept parts of the city are not 
in constant fear by the properly protected," Overton 
-poliee." rsaid, -——_ 
- Rivera said his group felt Although Mil^s said he" 
^Jhe attitude of the police could not quote the crime rate-
rtMepartment^-towards EastT-r-figurts for specific areas of-
Austin was being helped bjj^» the city, he claimed "there is •? 
. MileS' ineffectiveness. \^no doubt that the greatest 
Velma Roberts, president oj need for police officers is In 
a proposed creeks ordinance, 
which would require a permit 
before most construction or 
clearing of treds on creek land 
could take place, will come 
before tlie council for 'ap­
proval. ' >'•-
Although several En­
vironmentally oriented groups 
h&ve criticized the ordinance 
as incomplete and premature, 
architecture professor, told' 
City Council Feb. 14 the or­
dinance "is not a panacea,?' 
but "is a very good stjp 
forward." 
A controversial change in 
-thfc eity's gas rate ordinance; 
which <has been requested by 
Southern Union Gas Co., also 
will receive public hearing. 
Funding Views 
Texas' new -constitution 
should address the subject of 
.public education with a tew 
broad, general statements 
rather than with complex, 
specific formulas, a Universi­
ty professor said Tuesday. 
In an address opening a two-
day seminar of the League of 
Women Voters of Texas, Dr. 
Joe B. Frantz, professor of 
history and director of 
research in Texas history, 
said,,"If they come up with a 
real detailed and specific sec­
tion, I will meet you over in 
the corner and cry." 
Both Frantz and Dr. "Manuel 
M. Davenport, head of the 
•philosophy department at 
Texas A&M University,' 
pointed out that individual 
attention to each student's 
needs should be the goal of 
education financing. 
. Davenport described the i 
tion of providing equal 
educational opportunity by 
guaranteeing equakfunds for 
each student as/tfallacious. 
"We nrum s e e  t h a t  
educational money is dis 
tributecrby those who thinK 
lik^teachers and-not by those-
Dorris Conway, MSW, ACSW 
Senior Member. UT Counseling Center Staff 
_ , / . . discusses 
"The Useof Transactional Analysis 
to Achieve Intimacy" 
at Soup and Sandwich Seminar 
Thursday, 12. to 1 p.m. 
University Christian Church 
2007 University Avmmm •• - • 
who think like absentee 
owners of cannipg factories," 
Davenport saidf . • . 
The twcfiday seminar at the 
Driskill Hotel is designed to 
involved Texas citizens in con-' 
Slitution making.. 
•a The program'will attempt 
to "infuse the insights of the 
humanities into the public 
dialogue about constitutional 
issues." . . 
Women representatives 
from 29 Texas cities are atten­
ding the conference. Each 
delegation is accompanied by' 
-an academic representative 
from the humanities depart­
ment of a university close to 
its city. 
Book Now!. ^ 
Space Limited on 1974 
GROUP 
AUSTIN/LUXEMBOURG 
via Braniff/Icelandic Jets 
_FQr_ U ,T_. -5Judexrts/Fapulty^8. Families ; 
Departures 
May 16/Aug. 6 
May 20/Aug. 22 
May 23/Aug. 7 
(Hay 26/July 26. 






381 KOUND TRIP nu; TAX 
: New York/Luxembourg Portion Only $239 
Austin/N.Y. $ 142.60 (plus tax) Return Any Day 
Call the Europe experts 478-9343 . 
Serving (JT Since 1961 at 2428 Guadalupe 
"Since the Democrats have 
a voting place in each of the 
110 precincts they would bear' 
65 percent of the cost while*, 
the Republicans, with only ap- . 
ately 60 votigg places, 
pay the remaining 35 
rcent,'' Turner said.. ^ 
"The use of the Municipal 
Building city computer 
necessarily also requires u&e 
of the Municipal Building for 
distribution of results to the 
news media and to the cant " 
didates and their;, 
organization," Turner said. .: 
The estimated cost of $1,690 
includes an estimated 10 hours 
of computer time at $153 per 
hour, $100 for janitor services 
to set up and clean City Hall, 
and $60 for use of the city's 
metal ballot transfer cases, 
Turner said. 
The $60 will be used for such 
expenses as repairs or 
replacement of cases in the 
future. 
The parties lease the voting 
machines from the county for 
about $3 a machine, Ken 
Wendler of the Travis County 
Democratic Party said. 
I • • ..mm*-
~y/ errrre^iiirtr'~EasrA"u-strn7^ 
down by the council Jan. 17^ 
. The amended procedure 
would have allowed Southern 
Union to charge customers es­
timated gas increases at the' 
beginning of the month in-: 
stead of waiting uhtil the end 
of the month to figure actual 
costs. 
The new hearing on a slight* 
ly different - ordinance was 
requested after City Atty. Don 
Butler rqled a surcharge 
l TO {Ha vnto. 
to be illegal without council 
^approval. 
f^lsouthern Union officials 
j'iid the surcharge of 5 cents, 
per 1,000 cubic feet of gas, 
whiefc'was collected beginning 
Feb. 5, is necessary to recover 
an estimated $534,000 lost 
through the present billing 
procedure 
Organization, said, "I asked 
for Miles' resignation when 
Lynn H, Andrews was city 
manager (in 1971)." ^ ' 
^ NThe group also proposed the 
establishment Of a citizen's 
review board, Comprised of 
five members elected by th£ 
community: ^ 
The board would interview 
police applicants to find out 
their attitudes towards the 
minority community. 
\^"We plan to ask for a 
federal investigation by the 
Justice Department or - the 
FBI if conditions are not im­
proved," Rivera said. - • 
Earlier Tuesday, Miles met 
with four East Austin 
residents and Volma Overton, 
president of the Austin 
chapter of the National 
Association of the Advance­
ment of Colored People 
(NAACP), to discuss "the 
continual harassment of local 
.business customers,'' Overton 
said. •'••v 
Specific information con-; 
cerning cases of police 
harassment is needed before 
any action can be taken, the 
police- chief told the East 
Austin delegation. 
"We have a law and a-
regulation againdt intimida­
tion on the books, but to en­
force it1 you have to have in­
dividual violations. I want 
names of officers, the people 
involved, where the incidents 
take place and the time;-". 
Miles said. 
Although black members of 
the group cited several cases 
of pplice harassment, Miles 
he could only investigate 
"one or two in which 
specific police officers were 
named**' 
TrafficDeaih sf 
,:i«rraffic fatalities' on Texas 
highways have ~ ''dropped 
-dramatically." since Presi­
dent Nixon's request for a 
lower national speed limit, a 
Department of Public Safety 
spokesman said Tuesday. 
"."Because Texas did not im­
plement the mandatory 55 
m.p.h. -limit until Jan. 20," 
public information officer Bill 
Carter added; "we assume 
that the decline in traffic 
deaths during December and 
January was due to voluntary 
c o m p l i a n c e  w i t h  t h e  
president's request.^ k, „tl, 
'-Preliminary figures &oiHr 
that 197 persons died on Texas 
highways during January, 
1974. In the first month'of the 
previous year, however, 226 
fatalities were reported.' " 
a ''The decrease during the' 
month of December was evert 
more dramatic," Carter said. 
"While 35^-people died during 
December, 1972, only 271 traf­
fic fatalities in Texas were 
reported' last December —-a 
drop of 84 deaths." 
A HAIRCUT 
• (any style) :if\ m--.:: 
ONCE A MONTH 
that stays styled 
for 30 days! 
Actor Robeirt Vaughn is one of many Hollywood 
too valuable for long, v; 
involved sessions in barber 
shops. He travels a lot, too; 
but no matter where he is on 
the North American Continent, 
he can and does get any 
style of cut he wants at an 
O'ROURKE CERTIFIED.SHOP 
What's your time worth?" 
F(nd out w„hy so many 
famous men in America use 
the O'ROURKE TOTAL 
^GROOMING CONCEPT. Your , 
first appointment will show you! 
What's more, we don't expect 
you to leave until you, are com­
pletely convinced you've just had 
the best haircut of'your life! 
V Call this number for an appoint-
_ _ ment at the shop nearest you: 
474-2666 or 474-4370 , 






2409 guadalupe street 
music, readings, silence 
...a time to be in touch... 
A QUIET PLACE * 
•' •y'-.V'",tk' -'V;{'••.'JtJ-Zif,' 
FREE PLANT"! 
(one per customer, please) > 1 , f 
 ̂r- ^1.̂ — t/ 
RAIN FOREST 
if SiSSiiipSiSJ^Siip 
2301 Hancock (Down from the Americana Theater) 
a/so: cut flowers • old furniture • old pictures 
ORourke 
3004 Guadalupe No. 6 
(walking distance to campus) 
— 
rW 
DOWN ON INFLATION 
Things must change with the dawn of new management, and We are no exception  ̂ In a 
desperate search for more room, we found many cubic feet of repaired sets, unclaimed for 
more than three months. That means we -can legally sell 'em. We will. 
A week-long sale, beginhing Monday, Feb. 25, will hopefutiy give us a little breathfng space. A 
few TV's, a few more home radios, and more car radios and tapes than the Sony warehouse! 
Well, not xiuiter but. we've got a. bunch of them. Typical bargains toclvd9L 44-
arm, mkiwdlnrn: $» 
Sfti 
TYPICAL BARGAINS 
(I) UNREAL T-TRACK, NOT WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN ANYTHING, $3 
(2) t-TRACK CAR TAPE, ANCIENT, NO WARR., WORKS, $10 
, f 
Some units wifl Indude out stmndard 
30 dey service warranty,, .end some 
, won't We'll play everyone before you 
take it though, so you'll know it 
worked when you left 
W# also otter standard package-deals— 
on auto sound systems completely In­
stalled end guaranteed. Two ex­
amples (the cheepest end the most 
expensive), are listed here. " . • 
m$k 
(4) SONY DIGITAL QOCK RADI0, a0CK OUT, $« 
8-Traok Stereo Cartridge tape 
player. 12 v*littt. tone control, in­
dividual channel level edntrola, 
channel, indicator light*. 
completely inetalled with speakers. 
Aak for a Sanyo FT-818," 
RADIO 
How about AM/FM, Stereo Radio 
with a ytereo cassette tape deck? 
Recortf- cassattes from the' Radio 
while you listen, or use the included 
microphone for dictation while you 
to eliminate commercials and paueM. 
Converts your two-channel stereo to 
4 channel -sound automatically. 2S 
watts, volume, balance, tone. 
5269" 
puts the Sanyo FT-433M in your car. 
307 WEST I^TH STREET PHONE 478-6609 
Ml 
0 
great feeling shoe 
for cut offS/ baggies^ 
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comment 
Rivers find cattle trails, were the early transportation avenuesfor Tfep 
as. Since then, our needs have necessitated trails and roads and then 
.highways. Now it is apparent that highways no longer meet our needs: we 
need an efficient system of mass transit. The Constitutional Convention's 
Finance Committee has left the Highway Fund intact for the new con* 
stitution, and the convention delegates will vote on their proposal. The 
outcqme will accelerate or, retard the development of mass transit in Tex-v 
THE NEED for mass transit can no longer tye questioned. Fuel shor­
tages across thq nation are a colcUm«ti^||^ifBacing fingers of the 
shortage have even reached into the Austin area and will soon worsen. 
The inconvenience of long lines at the few open service stations remaining 
compounds the helpless frustration felt by Texans paying the exorbitant 
prices. Hit hardest are students on tight budgets, the elderly living on pen­
sions, Tacial minorities and the urban poor, taany of these people have 
already chosen mass transit as the most economical, if not the most ef­
ficient, solution to their transportation needs. A SUN survey showed that 
74 percent of University area people would be willing to utilize mass tran-
mass transit work —- all that is needed is an effective network establish 
The constitutionally delegated Highway Fund, composed of revenue 
from license plates and fuel taxes amounts to more than $450 million per 
year. One-fourth of the money goes to education — the other three-
quarters to the construction and maintenance of highways. This fund is 
similar to the National Highway Trust Fund in that the money is 
.automatically appropriated whether there is a need or not. The U.S. 
Congress reeeiffly o^^-p^ fund to mass transit -It is estl 
sential that our state legislators exemplify the same foresight. , 
^ THE DELEGATES must be shown that many people feel mass transit 
'should be a top priority in the new constitution. The following is a list of 
delegates who may be contacted by mail or by a phone call to the Capitol. 
You can also send a public opinion telegram by dialing 1-800-323-5300. If 
you have any questions, call the Student Government office at 471-3721 or 
stop by the booth on the West Mall. Act quickly to niake your views 
known. Cattle trails and highways met our needs of the past — they clear­
ly are not the answer for the future. 
Wilson Foreman —• Austin 
• W;: 
Tati Santiesteban — EL Paso 
Buddy Temple —, Diboll 
Neil Caldwell — Alvin 
Walt Parker - Denton 
Harris — Dallas-— 
Fred Agnich — .Dallas ' 






Ronnie Earle — Austin 
Sarah Weddington Austin : 
7' Terry Doyle — Austin 
Joe Saiem—CorpuarChristi 
Carlos Truan — Corpus Chrlsti 
Ben Munson — Denison 
f Lack of 
•" On Feb. 1, 1960, four black students were denied service at "a lunch 
counter in Greensboro, N.C. They refused to leave. Only eight months 
after this first sit-in, presidential aspirant John F. Kennedy was suppor­
ting "the right of every American to stand up for his rights, even if on oc­
casion-he must sit down for them." Kennedy's willingness to recognize 
that blacks in the South had to step outside the law to gain justice may 
have helped or hurt his candidacy, but it reflects a quality of mind sadly 
lacking in Texan politicians. : r 
SINCE MAY of 1973, the elected leaders of this state have quietly ac­
quiesced in the most flagrant denials of the statutory and constitutional 
rights of the employes of Farah Manufacturing Co. It's true that any 
politician who dared to take a stand would probably have been roasted by 
the daily newspapers in El Paso, San Antonio, Austin and elsewhere^ but 
if this is an excuse perhaps we should be electing editors rather than 
governors. 
The Farah workers, mostly brown and mostly female, faced a seeming­
ly impossible battle in the employers' labor market of the Southwest. 
They won it with the boycott, organized by an unlikely coalition of unions, 
churches, students and nonTexan politicians. While students who helped 
on the boycott can feel justly proud, it was the women in El Paso who fac­
ia the financial hardship, the victory is theirs. ed the jailings, the dogs ant 
WHILE THE CLOTHING workers negotiate their hard won contract, 
the rest of us would do well to reflect on how much of this bitter struggle 
could have been avoided if our elected representatives had simply 
counseled Willie Farah to obey the law. From the state judges in El Paso 
who jailed picketers to the state executives who acquiesced with their 
Silence, the record of the JFarah strike gives us good reason to ask 
ourselves what passes for leadership in Texas. —S.R. 
By Zodiac News Service 
A study conducted by the National Academy of Sciences has found that 
the American use of herbicides in Vietnam directly caused the deaths of 
young Vietnamese children. 
According to an academy report, submitted last month to the Senate 
Armed Services Committee, scientists have found for the first time a 
direct link between the spraying of American herbicides and the 
children's 'deaths. , r 7 
The study also found that various food crops and the mangrove forests 
wereso^heavilysprayedthattheyxMuldnotregrowinsomeareasforat 
least another 100 years. 
The researchers reported that U.S. warplanes dumped six pounds of 
herbicides on South Vietnam for each man, woman and nhilri living in that 
country. 
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Shorter hair and neater drew are the courge most student* are t<Uting on campus 
this spring, according to a recent GiUette Toiletries survey conducted on behalf of 
The Dry Look men's aerosol hair groom. 
" " ' ipkf 
ofthecountry found students going to shorter lengths included: (clockwise from top 
left):A(ark Ruggiero, a junior at Northeastern University who thinks hisnew "lift" 
is more^mtiness-like; UCLA junior Nathan Stelzer, whose short brushed-back-
Elvis-lookwqa the recent suggestion of a professional stylist; Northwestern graduate 
student Demus^Berry, whose short clipped look "fUs right in with the Great Gatsby 
mood of loday;hsqnd Mitts Rouse, a freshman at the University of Kentucky who 
finds his short laybwl style "more attractive to girls." ssp 
©An vV J, * -• r "•Uvjidwa 
I#-
t e . . .  .  
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By RUDD DUDD v fj 
Spring. Poets sing about it, journalist  ̂ ; 
rite about it. It happens every year. 
• But this spring, somehow, is definitely _ 
different.' It began with a vague un­
easiness that there were no female 
streakers. (Was women's lib now a dead 
issue?). And the frustration culminated in 
by^Sillett 
# m 
catharsis: no matter how many naita they 
pave over or houses thfey tear down — no 
-matter how rotten tnfevnew constitution— 
.let's be reasonable abouMt. It's a starting 
place, isn't it? 
Sure, idealism is fine. Sare^your social­
ly significant issues are fine, bwkyou can 
be too serious too often. And you dan be 
No twinge of conscience 
i thf> pditnr- - ^ 4 r m _-l 1 i_, •• . .1. • T^t e e ito : . .. _ 
.. I am amazed at how editor Eakin can be 
so hypocritical v«4thout experiencing the ^ 
slightest twinge of conscience. For ex­
ample: in Wednesday's (Feb. 20) Texan, 
he condemns — on the front page — the 
Feb. 19 (Tuesday) releasing of informa­
tion concerning the winner of last week's 
editor election. , 
But turn to the editorial page, and there 
is an article by a Young Democrat concer­
ning the election. More specifically, this 
"guest viewpoint" denounces, in its own 
backhanded manner, the editor candidate 
who was penalized by the Election Com­
mission for violating rules which are open 
to interpretation in the first place. And 
The Texan has converted this into its t>wn 
Watergate. - — - -— 
I wonder if anybody notices the very few 
lines given to an alleged violation by 
another candidate of some not-so-open-to-
interp'retation campaign rules?) 
As it is, if Vice-President Colvin was 
compelled by the Texas Open Records Act 
to make public the information, would he 
n°t be open to charges of bias by delaying 
release until after the second election? 
I would like to think editor Eakin would 
have learned somewhere in his journalism 
career that it isn't fair to print an opinion 
(except as a bona fide editorial, a defini­
tion which excludes guest viewpoints) the 
day of an election when there is no chance 
for rebuttal by the party attacked. 
Shame on you and Th6 Texan, Mr. 
Eakin. I hope the University community 
can look forward to (here's a hackneyed 
.feulapropos expression) some responsible 
journalism next year. 
Karen Justice 
Daily Texan News Editor 
1972*1973 
(Editors note: On one point you are^^cor-
rce* " ** was our mistake ondcction day 
to print a guest viewpoint concerning 
Young Democrat nse or misuse of club 
membership lists. This is also true: to 
even print the.results of the voided elec­
tion on the eve of the second election was 
contrary to Texan policy — and contrary 
to common sense. The Elections Com­
mission's decision to void the election was 
ly tortured to gain necessary 
"confess fons" to use against them in the 
military tribunal. These arrests and other 
attacks on- intellectuals in Iran by the 
shah's regime shows the repressiive 
policies of this government to silence any 
dissent by the Iranian people. Recently the 
government of Iran has pursued this 
policy as far as arresting the most promi­
nent writers and intellectuals." 
Seven of the 12 in the original military 
tribunal were sentenced to death. With in­
creasing public protest around the world 
the number of death sentences was reduc­
ed to five. But still, in spite of these in­
creasing public pressures the dictatorial 
regime of Iran murdered two of the in­
tellectuals. It proved once again to be one 
of the worst of its kind only comparable to 
Hitler's Nazi regime. 
World public opinion has always proved 
to be the most effective way to expose the 
dictatorial nature of .regimes such as the 
one ruling in Iran. The murder of the two 
is a warning to all who are true belivers in 
human rights, democracy and freedom. 
We believe that more activities are 
necessary to expose the shah's regime and 
defend the democratic rights of the Ira­
nian people. We ask that all concerned 
send telegrams and letters to the Iranian 
Embassy in Washington condemning the 
murder of the two and demanding restora­
tion of the rights of all political prisoners 
in Iran. -
tCommittee for Artistic and Intellectual 
Freedom in Iran 
Keen slavin' -
_ ' r should have only "unclever" counsel. 
•* M ,r r Next, Ms. Abernathy. a social worker, 
History ever repeats itself; When I was attempts to give us her medical opinions, 
s aving; over a hot typewriter for The Tex- The'opinions she offers were not given by 
„g^Jck-i^_47„and,. J8,..the.^hfiet ,sufferfid.--afl.y-of-th& three doeters who-testifled in-
the same type of accusations made by Ma-—the trial,- one of whoih was the family 
mon. I don t believe anybody went the physician oT the complainant. Again,, it is 
main free and purposeful. 
Pat Pinson Logan 
BJ '49 
What tKe hell * 
To the editor: 
What the hell difference does it make 
what the new Communication Complex 
looks like? I use it. I don't stand around 
outside evaluating its "beauty." The new 





To the editor: 
Ms. Abernathy reports that she was 
"sickened" by the account in the 
American-Statesman concerning' last 
week's rape trial in Which a student was 
acquitted. If her point was to deplore the 
quality of the reporting in that article I 
wish to join her. 
Nevertheless, the point of her letter 
seemed to go beyond the newspaper arti­
cle iii order to attack the judicial process 
and the verdict of the trial. She alleges 
that the defendant's drinking was not men­
tioned. This is true of the article, but it is 
patently false is she assumes that the trial 
did not bring out every aspect of the defen­
dant's drinking. 
Ms. Abernathy complains of the 
"clever" attorney for the defendant. The 
obvious implication here is that she would 
deprive competent counsel to an accused 
rapist, or worse, that the accused rapist 
questionable but at least awarded some 
fairness to the allegedly wronged can­
didates. Once the results were printed it 
became apparent two candidates were 
serious contenders, while two were not — 
a distinction withholding the results was. 
designed to avoid. 
As for James Colvin avoiding bias by 
speedy release, your point is somewhere 
off the deep end of absurdity. Was Colvin 
avoiding bias by spefedy release of the 
data? Perhaps. Colvin will now. avoid bias 
by answering a Texan request on specific 
cost estimates for repair of San Jacinto 
trouble he: did to fabricate a support for 
their accusations, hqwever. 
Go on printing a paper that gives the 
facts straight and concisely. Go on prin­
ting editorials that take a stand with guts 
teffers to the Editor 
Firing Lin* fetters should: 
• Ba typad triple-spaced. 
• 25 lines or less. The Texan 
reserves the right to edit letters for 
length. ' 
• Include name, address, and phone 
number of contributor. 
Maif letters to The Firing Line, The 
6a% Texan, Drawer D, UT Station, 
evident that Ms. Abernathy did not see the 
trial of which she is generalizing. 
Finally, she attempts to extrapolate this 
trial to support the cliche that "it is the 
woman who is on trial!" In any criminal 
trial the defendant has the constitutional 
right to confront the accuser. This js a 
hardship on testifying victims in general, 
not a sexist plot devised to protect rapists. 
On the other hand, Ms. Abernathy is not 
the least bit shy in referring several times 
to the acquitted defendant by name, while 
the name of the complainant has yet to 
appear in either of this city's newspapers. 
^ Ms. Abernathy's assertions may well be 
valid in some other context, some other 
trial, but her attack of this trial does a 
grave injustice to the acquitted man as 
jmi rUmitwtf whcrtittng'ShMiU be mad* tn.TSP Building 
J W ilil-UM' 4*4 <to|Ma« adYertituift in TSP Building 
• lll'l —: • • • • • 
<T«u KMM.IWttaUaM: 
iSfi&i 
tl«at>w anhnmm lihariiarv 
UiuMtwt Mini jugging* roj>ctfBimt»liw " . 
Jbr rapromutiit* o( The Daily 
Trxuo u NaUotwl KdumtKHMl Advertuui|r Seryice. lnc . 
•KW t^vinioon New Vorfc X V , my? • ' -
the Tnum MbK-nbe* 10 The Auoriaitd Pma: the 
Vnfk run« .Ve«»S*rvK*. IfltematiaBal 
, and Nn» Ser*-«* The fexan a * member ot the 
r'ilS;- i'oUcKiafir Pim tke 8euUnreM Joaraaldkm 
• tie Te*»* tMKr Xnrtfmptt Aaaaeialkm 
jUgfftjiiw rtatmiw (of "ite nrftnya»ef are at Mtfcfcgeton 
i. t|(W S .~Burnrl BoatevanTfi 
^ Trait and HUB S lakxhoir Btvd.,^ 
^Page A  Wednesday, .February V ,  1974 THE DAILY fEXAN 
. - ills r i. .1 T / <• • . 
dorms. We requested this two weeks ago. 
One-day open records service is 
something not often seen around UT—one 
wonders if the administration had an ul­
terior motive for release of the data. We'll 
give one guess for the reason. 
The editor's decision was no Watergate, 
Ms. Justice, it was a nine-ring circus of 
much petty politicking and dirt, and no one 
yet has unearthed all that muck on the 
printed page.) 
Mourn the two 
To the editor: 
According to the latest information 
Khosrow Golsorkhi, an Iranian poet and 
writer, and Karamat Daneshian, two of 12 \ 
writers, film makers and journalists, 
were shot to death by the shah's firipg 
squad at dawn Feb. 18. The case of the 12 
intellectuals was well publicized around 
the world by the World Confederation of 
Iranian Students Committee for Artistic 
and Intellectual Freedom vin Iran, Com-
_mittee for Defense of Political Prisoners 
in Iran, PEN (the professional writers 
organization) and many others. A large 
defense campaign has been, mobilized to 
save the lives of the 12 artists since last 
October. 
;^iThe 12 were arrested secretly almost.a 
year before the charges were made public. 
They were framed Tvith plotting toi 
assassinate, the shah and kldnaptngfjjM 
T— . .  . .  -  ,  w e l l  a s  t o  t h e  v e r d i c t  o f  t h e  s i x - w o m a n  —  
Austin, ' ®r letters to the Tex* six-man jury. 
on offices> tKnement/ T•xq» Student * • • -----
Publications Building. 
downright irresponsible iJt you keep 
far out." 
Well we've listened, and we've learned. ; 
There's a new philosophical wind this spr-, 
tag, says The Gillette Company (Toiletries : 
Division) in a press release received Tues­
day by The Texan. We now yield the floor  ̂
to Daniel J. Edelman, Inc., of Chicago,'for ' 
Gillette and The Dry Look. 
'/Knock 'em out, Gillette. TeU it like it is. 
\Hair is shaping up to shorter, clean-cut 
lengths, according to the Toiletries Divi­
sion ofsThe Gillette Company that recently 
sent representatives to campuses across 
the United orates to study today's groom­
ing trends-. -r—--
The Dry Look team talked to students in 
the South, East, Wesiand Midwest regions 
of the country, including Transylvania 
University and the Univefsfor of Kentucky 
in Lexington; Tufts and Ttortheastern 
University in Boston; Northwestern and 
the University of Illlinois Circle Campus 
in Chicago; and Pepperdine CollegeSand 
UCLA in the Los Angeles area. N 
Other southern students attributed theN 
shorter lengths to parental approval, pen­
ding jobs for those graduating in the spr­
ing, Army Reserve regulations* athletic 
requirements and the media. University of 
Kentucky sophomore Jim Marks explain-
ed the latter, "Madison Avenue has set the 
styles. - Everywhere, you see billboards, 
magazines and television ads featuring 
very masculine-looking men with short 
well-styled hair. And, they're usually sur­
rounded by beautiful women." 
. .In the East, future career goals played 
an important role in" the reason; most 
students chose to exchange their faded, 
jeans and unkempt manes for an 
appearance more acceptable to the work- : 
ing world. Northeastern freshman John 
Morey analyzed the situation saying, 
"Students are looking for better ways to 
work within the system. We have to be 
realistic about the expectations of 
society." 
In the Midwest, too, students seem to 
have dropped their peace placards and 
raised their standards of dress and groom­
ing to fit more into contemporary society. 
Like their counterparts in the South and 
East, students at Northwestern University ~ 
and the University of Illinois Circle Cam­
pus talked about abandoning the ideals of 
"hippiedom" and going back to Plato and 
Thoreau to. find the answers for shaping " 
today's society. - - -
To get the full view of today's campus 
grooming life, the Gillette team also 
visited campuses in the California area, 
the birthplace of protest and "hippie" 
long-hairs. Though styles are certainly 
longer here than in other regions of the 
country, the students are slowly accepting 
the idea of cutting their hair, because as 
UCLA senior Charles Schumann explain-, 
ed, "The times they are a-changinl'"; . 
Though many styles brush the 
shoulders, most students admit that they- -
make regular trips to a professional stylist 
to have their tongish manes shaped and 
layered to fit their facial features. In 
between appointments, many tend to 
"supplement their haircare routine with 
special shampoos and conditioners, and a 
hand-held dryer to make styles look full 
and "<casual." To maintain the look, 
students use a dry control men's aerosol 
hair groom like The Dry Look that keeps ' 
'natural" throughout the 
Law School 
'Energy? Energy? fin sorry, you've comS 





'Do you handle,domestic cases?' 
rotten a 
more firing line 
By MANUEL RAMIREZ 
Since it is my understanding that the leader of an organization 
Is always responsible for the actions of that organization, J wish' 
, to bring to the attention of student body some very important 
r->0acts that the Mexican-American Cultural Committee chairman 
£ ^eetos to ignore. First of all, I do not like the Idea and practice 
the MACC chairman being chosen by the chairmen of the 
J'father Union committees who are mostly white and foreign to 
v Mexican-American culture. It is past time that we choose the 
.leadership of our organizations so that the members can 
rightfully hold the leader accountable for his or her actions. Do-
ing it any other way can only continue the Vicious oattern of 
patronism, •• ^ 
Second, the thing that upsets me the most is the understand 
ding that in the Mexican-American Art Exhibit at the Union 
Gallery there* is no representation of presently enrolled UT 
chicano students who are involved in the arts. If we as the 
exhibit with the works of UT chicanos, then we are not clOing our 
job and have no moral reason to exist. 
Our purpose as a cultural committee should be to encourage 
^/jthose chicano students who have unrecognized artistic talents 
who are right here among us. Those chicano artists who are 
•*WS>V y-outside in the world, although we must admire them, can 
'!* already make it on their own. 
u Jarf."27,1974, Theresa Aeostarchairmari ofthfe Mexibin-
American Cultural Committee related to me that there are iio 
chicanos at UT willing to participate. I refuse to believe that. If 
that were the case, then i would say that the chairmen'and the 
committee have no rapport with the chicano student communi­
ty-
si^And finally, I have* heard rumors that there is a proposal to 
change the name of the Mexican-American Cultural Committee 
to that of Chicano Cultural Committee. To that I say that if you 
have a white rotten apple and you paint it brown, you will still 
have a rotten apple. Changing the name of the committee does 
, not insure that you will have a better committee. ;.; 
Basic reforms need to be made first before we can have a 
committee that we can be proud to call Chicano. To make the 
necessary changes we must not be afraid of the white man for 
sincere and determined in promoting the chicano culture, we 
can do it on our way. We do not need the white man's money to 
doit!, p| . ' 
JjiiPatria para todos, O patria para nadiel -
Manuel Ramirez' is 
Cultural Committee 
a member of the Mexican-American 
f-mti 
To the editor: 
Contrary to the information 
presented in Tuesday's front 
page . article' about 
"streaking,'' the' amateurs 
who darted around Jester 
East Monday-night were not 
the first to do so this year. 
On a sunny Tuesday after­
noon earlier this month (Feb. 
5, to be exact), the original readin« a P8!** °n the South 
. the honor due him, but he is 
too shy for public exposure. 
^ Name; withheld by request 
Seconded 
To the editor: 
I think a retraction is in 
order regarding .your front­
page article on the "year's 
jirst streakers". I was 
since such solicitation 
campus is prohibited. 
It -is infuriatini 
3HSS 
«JPf sa Ms®# 
•to- see- this|||T©-4he-
a dvo/eacy of plagiarism.Fm tir 
UT streaker dashed across the 
South Mall to the astonish-
and amusement of 
•100 onlookers. This 




documented on film and with 
photographs, one of which has 
been supplied to The Texan.. 
I know the streaker, and I 
know him to be a sane and ... 
well, suffice it to say that I 
know him. And I know tfr .his 
pride has been severely in­
jured because a group of 
novices who steak under the 
\Cover of darkness receive 
credit for the feat he per­
forated for all to see in broad 
• daylight^ ; ^ . 
It is mySsjncere wish that 
The Texan will remedy-".this 
unfortunate inacbqracy. I am 
sorry that I cannoNgive the 
streaker's name. to giV^ him 
DOONESBURY 
Mall at about- 3 o'clock on 
Tuesday; Feb. 5 when, to my 
utter amazem«ntv^a—man 
came "streaking" out of 
Benedict Hall and across the 
mall. I had time for only a 
quick photograph and thought 
you might want to see it. I; 
think the 200 or so people who 
saw the incident and laughed 
their heads off that afternoon 
will attest to the fact that this 




To the editor: 
Friday afternoon I was ap­
proached by a person in front 
of the Union who was passing 
out advertising cards from the 
infamous company that sells 
term papers. I called the dean 
of students office and. Dr. 
Duncan acted immediately 
,tor; 
of hearing people 
Usjefs of sue))/materials are<, y who are igfiorant of fee func 
ut at anjinfair competitive^ tion of the new RTF Building 
advantage detrimental toy. criticize it for not having any 
those students who do their.- windows. This new building 
own work honestly. This . r contains radio, TV and film 
seems most unethical.^; jstudios. Studios of these types 
Nothing can be done about the^do not have windows and-are 
company itself, for it is legal;^|iincased in heavily sound* 
nMkinn^vl readers with out-of-date infor-
»iw11in ly mation jn the Feb. 15 articles 
but the destructiveness of itSK 
representatives can b€fj 
negated if we run the scoun-s® 
drels off campus. They have 
no place in an academic in-v^ 
stitution. c-' 
'^proofed walls to meet the ex­
acting sound and light stan-
r.dards required in producing 
Sgood programs. Windows 
vwould be detrimental to the 
efficient functioning of this 
' G a r y  E l l i s o n ^ b u i l d i n g .  
Junior, Government The Texan also misled 
1 on" the new CommunicafionT 
Complex. The statement that, 
the three student TV studios 
were still inoperative was 
inaccurate as early as Feb. 7 
when one studio went into full 
production use. The other two 
already have their lights in 
and are being prepared for 
full use by a hard-working 
'faculty and engineering staff.. 
Students ought to ap­
preciate the fact that when 
the new RTF building is final­
ly completed inside, this 
: university will have the finest 
a teaching facilities for televi­
sion in the country. 
% , Deborah brock' 
v - 'r•. RTF MAJOR 
l»l AM I S PRINCIPAL'S 
Office 
J UT STUDENT GOV'T. TOURS PRESENT' 




MARCH 31 APRIL 7 ? 
f 00 
•P|lPS 
...jfora MERIT TRAVEL 
THE PROGRAM INCLUDES: 
• Roundtrip Jet Airfare San Antonio-Mexico Gtv 
• Seven Nights Accommodation* ~ 
• Transfers to and from Hetal 
SPACE 1$ LIMITED—PLEASE RESERVE EARLY 
OR 
CONTACT: 
•; ;f STUDENT GOV'T. TOURS 
UN. 319 471-3721 
tmer,t 
W%WW 2200 GUADALUPE 
1 (SECOND LEVEL) 
' 478-3471? 




Obstacles, To A Good 
_ Education At UT1 
with Dr. Alan Ross, 
Aitociate Professor of Slavic Language* 
Wednesday, Feb. 27 Union 304-305 
12 noon V - Sandwich Seminar 
5JTT1N6 ON THE BENCH 
OUTSIT THE PRINCIPALS OFFICE 
15 NOT ONLV 0E6(?APIN6, 
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Will be available: 3  ̂
TUES., FEB. 26—FRI., MARCH 1 
v? 11 A.M. - 3 P.M.; 
Kcade^I ,qny|R 181 
To students whos^®^ 
(1) Took placement tests on Campus Jan. 7-11 
(2) Took CEEB Achievement Tests and^en|fri. 
--r' " as new freshmen Jan., 1974^IK||§ 
;>>< Results and petitions will not be mailed as announced earlier. 
This is your opportunity to express your 
ideas. Submit a paper on social, political, 
cultural, or economic "relations between 










Undergraduate Conference tq> be Wefcf to cfis-
cuss student viewpoints wit/r workshops and t 
speakers April 12 and 13. 
Submit papers between February 15 and 
March 8 to Janis Greer, Institute of Latin 
American Studies, Sid Richardson Hall 1.301, 
EVEWTlME HE 
OPENS THE DOOR, 
HE HITS ME IN 
THE HEAP 
Protect yourself from error by picking up and keeping;'>T' 
tn 
vour own copy of credit eligibility 
MEASUREMENT & EVALUATION CENTER 471-3032 
WANTED m 
JOST GOOD MEN FOR 
COUNSELORS 
ACROSS 





12 War god : 
13 Winglike ; 
14 Exist 
15 Feasts 











28 River In Ger-
— many—n? 
29 Energy (cot? . ostrich 
loq.) - 25 Three-toed 





35 Romao, «*£$&• 
broniis§^ î 
37 Also '« 
DOWN 
- 1 Large tub 
: 2 Be mistaken 
v 3 Bom 
.. 4 Wife ot tsar 
;?••• 5 Urns - i; 
6 Negative 
prefix 
7 Organ of 
hearing 
< 8 Singing bird 
- 9 Strained for 
'• breath 
10 Solo 
11 Secluded ' 
valley 
vie Indian tents 
20 "Persian-?! 
. 22 Printer's 
measure  ̂
23 Jog 
-2* American ; 
Ansytrer to Yesterday's Puzzle 
HHHH HBES rSEH 
asBco anon EQB 
SDClflB QDQQRHQ 
HBnca CUB raras 
•DB rasffliuHS ma 
raaa SQ BE san 
aa Q3@@DHii ass 
kwu mm 
•HEiH 
Hiaa BG0B E3BDEH 
20 
47 Negative 
49 Go in • 
50 Store ' 
51 Iceland 
CO fiBRflnilR UuwwvUO Vl¥* 
ment •.? 
56 Mature 
58 Femafe rufi 
j59JSlck_ 





36 Mournful ' 
38 Commanded 
_41_Substancfi-
43 Prefix: before 60 Change color 
k 45 Supposing of 









48 Shocking .; 
80 Surgical—  ̂
thrdad •  ̂
53 Heraldry: 
grafted s'c 












































































IF MAN WAS MEANT TO LISTEN 
TO QUADRASONIC SOUND 
HE WOULD VE BEEN BORN WITH 
FOUR EARS. 
• ? fTKZX ¥ 
LIVE COLLEGE MEN ONLY 
Camp Counselor Positions Filled) 
'1S5; 
QUAD AUTO SALES 
Lear iet (W) A-245 







Informal Class Program 
mid-semester classes: 
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i Barbara Streisand 
'Carpenters 
Li->•  ̂ - Aretha Franklin .̂ ?/; 
Bread 
Sanyo FT-864 
Home Converter p; ̂ ,|̂ j 
. 41 siSs/Crrfh 









Sailing: Basic & 
Advanced 
America's Number l Camps' 
Choice df 3 Terms EM 
. 
FM STEREO/8 TrackllW 
HEXJfi32  ̂











call hr inquiries after 2 
p.m. 
. . . (441-7518) 
Joe Cocker 
Cat Stevens >•, 
Johnny Mathis 
Paul Simon 








Atripto WJrmHlIf _ 
(UT restoration of pioneer-, 
buildings with 
demonstrations of ftnpiece 
cooking, soap making, end 
shingle making, w 
Register Mk 28, March 1 




June 3-June 26/June 27-July 20/July 21-Aug. 13 
$125 to $225 per 24dayterm 
(Room, board & laundry furnished) ' 
COUNSELOR INTERVIEWS 
By Director Tex Robertson 
U.T. ALUMNI CENTER 
• 4 ?SS8 
. • Tkurs^vFeli! 28 
10K)0 a.m. till 5:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, February 27, 19^4 THE DAILY TE^tAN s 
-T^'iilnu'rhiii 
r stars 
ROTONDA, Fla. (UPI) — Bowl — and Buffalo, running 
SaKyle Rote Jr. dignity student back O.J. Simpson and tennis 
£l§£nd $l,500-a-year soccer star Stan Smith tied for fourth 
f ^jplayer, topped the field in- with 24 points and $7,200 each. 
I ^points in the windup of the se* 
j^jpond annual "Superstars'7 
fMcompetition Tuesday and 
Owalked off with $38,200 for two 
^|days work. , ,, , Rote compiled 44 points dur-
Pole vaulter Bob Seagrert^ Ing the two days of competi-
was second over-all with 38 
points and 126,400 in winnings, 
Miami Dolphin safety Dick 
Anderson was third with 37 
points and 121,100 — more 
jthan he made iff the Super 
s' Contestants were not per­
mitted to compete in their 
professional specialities. 
tion, 37 of them in Monday's 
first round when he won. the 
tennis competition, swimming 
-and bowling and finished se­
cond in a nine-hole golf con­
test. 
•very Wednesday 6 p. m. -5 JMidnight  ̂
' 
HECTOR'S 
OPEN 11 AM. 
M. UMAR 
MIDNIGHT EVERY DAY 
Moses said to Pharoah, 
0m LET MY PEOPLE 60.1 





^ . April 8 thru April 14 
Lunch - Supper 
r 11-12:30 ; 5-6:30 
Member*: $1.50 ",i v Members: $2.00 
Non-Members: $2.00~™- Non-Members: $2.50 
RESERVATIONS MUST BE § 
MADE BY FEBRUARY 21* 
m CaH: 474-0125  ̂
•JBS 2105 SM ARtMk  ̂
By RICHARD JUSTICE 
% Texan Staff Writer 
The Texas baseball. team 
played its last games Tuesday 
before the start of the 
Southwest Conference season. 
, The Longhorns, who are 12-0 
after Tuesday's games, 
played Texas Lutheran1 
College for the first time in 
1974, but the doubleheader 
sweep could have easily been 
mistaken for any; of the 
previous 10 games. -
The Longhorns' hitting in 
the 17-2 and 10-3 victories was 
excellent as it has been 
thrqughout the first two weeks 
of the season. Texas scored 27 
runs on 27 hits, taking big ear­
ly leads in both games. 
lead; Easy games like this one 
set you up to get beat i%a.> 
close one." '.^X'i Jt:WM 
Gideon was inconsistent as 
early as the first inning when 
he walked the bases, loaded 
and/then struck out the side. 
The Texas hitters got an 
early lead for Gideon in the 
bottom of the first when left-
fielder Terry Pyka walked, 
stole second' and scored on 
third baseman Keith 
Moreland's single. 
GIDEON WAS effective in 
the second inning as he got 
two more strikeouts and 
. stayed out of trouble. 
'jS^Then the Texas hitters went 
work in the bottom of the 








the past, was suspect except 
for the second game two-
inning relief performance of 
lefthander Richard Wortham. 
SOPHOMORE righthander 
Jim Gideon started the first 
game for Texas and went five 
innings, allowing only three 
hits but walking seven 
batters. Gideon's concentra­
tion may have been affected 
as Texas scored 11 runs in the 
first two innings off TLC 
ace " Robert Vargas. ^-^T" 
"I don't really have much to 
Triva Tri^ lopkvfor pan, 
Women's Basketball 
T jf * =» w 
T 
* ' ' 
say about today," Gideon 
said. "I didn't pitch very well. 
My concentration was 
probably affected by the early 
1 11 '"?• /" " V } ^ 
Longhorns Defeat UH, 54-47 
By MARK PEEL 
Texan Staff Writer • • 
In their first two outings 
this seaso.n, the Texas and 
University Vf Houston 
DINE WITH US 
thick, juicy 
STEAKS 
from $1.95 to $6.95 
Delicious Sourdough Homemade 




5440 Burnet Road 
womens^ basketball games 
were decided by seven points. 
Tuesday the deciding margin 
was again seven points as 
Texas, defeated Houston, 54-
47, in Gregory Gym. 
Texas Coach Rodney Page 
predicted before the game the 
Horns would win by at least 15 
points. 
At halftime, Texas did have 
a 20-point advantage over the 
Cougars, but Page said his 
team relaxed and let-its lead 
slip.* JyV'", 
In previous games, TexaS' 1 
shooting has been its biggest 
problem. The game against 
Houston was no different, but 
the team is gradually im­
proving its percentage with 
each game it plays. 
RITA EGGERS led the 
Horns with 13 points while the 
Cougar's Gail Blaylock led 
all players with 18 points. 
John Doroski speaks on the Cause. Nature, 
and Dangers of spirit possession and in­
fluence. 
Thursday, leb. ^8 
3:00 p.m. & 7:00 p.m 
Parlin, Room 303 Sizzler 5 oz. Top Sirloin 
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T >'vS ?' 
r~4 if * "df-t 
imtnnrom 
Nc^aceepH^mh^tts^f m «&ch 'issue. 
Houston did as. welLas.Xexx,. 
as in the field goal department 
but was plagued with foul 
trouble as four Cougars, Kay 
Turney, Debbie Yates, Lisa 
Wagner and Sharon Hutchin­
son, fouled out. Triva Trice 
was the only Texas player to 
leave the game with five per­
sonals. Houston had a total of 
30 team fouls compared to 16 
for the Horns. 
CINDY HILL played the en­
tire game for Texas and ended 
up with 12 points. 
Texas, which now has a 4-6 
record, faces Southwest* Tex­
as State in San Marcos Mon­
day and then Texas A&M in 
College Station on Tuesday.' 
PEISHAOLIN 
shortstop Blair Stouffer singl­
ed, Pyka singled, rightfielder 
Rusty Pounds singled and 
before the inning was over 
T#xas had scored 10 runs. 
^|At that point the first game 
might as well have ended. 
Texas Coach Cliff Gustafson 
removed his starters in the 
third inning. 
Freshman righthander 
Charles Proske took over for 
Gideon in the sixth inning and 
allowed TLC's final run of the 
first game. 
TLC COACH Ray Katt had 
nothing but compliments for 
Texas. "I'm impressed," he 
said. "They've got an extreme 
amount of self-discipline. I : 
could see that their big guy 
(Gideon) didn't have his best 
stuff today, but Texas is 
something else." 
. T^xas was "something 
else" in the second game also, 
.as the Horns sent 12 batters to 
the plate and scored eight 
runs in the first inning. Texas 
can't take all the credit for the 
big inning, though, as the 
Horns got only three hits. 
TLC pitcher Bill Miller was 
the Horns' biggest offensive 
producer as he walked five 
batters and hit another. 
Freshman righthander 
Mickey Reichenbach started 
the game for Texas and pitch­
ed five innings, allowing two 
runs on five hits. 
REICHENBACH WAS 
removed after his five in­
nings, and Wortham came in 
and struck out five batters in 
the two innings he pitched. 
After going seven 
in Monday's doublehea<i 
against TYinity, Moreland 
went four for five against 
TLC, raising flatting 
average tov 
The Longhorns as a team 
are hitting well over .300 and y 
.in 12 games only one has been 
reasonably close. "We 
probably needed a couple of 
close ones," Moreland said. ̂ 
"This (TLC) is a better team! it 
than they played today. It'stE^i 
their first game of the yearl 
and they'll improve. fe' 
"We are the best hitting-/ 
club I've ever seen. I feel real|| 
confident about our con-|i 
erence schedule. I think the|f 
conference pitching will be ah 
GUSTAFSON AGREED., 
~ with Moreland that the,;\ 
Longhorns had probably beenfl 
hurt by the lack of close? 
games. "We seemed to slacks 
up after we get a pretty good 
lead," he said. 'i 
.1 'Our .bitting, has .continued.^ 
to be good," Gustafson'con­
tinued. ''Keith has been ,, 
phenomenal." 
- Gustafson said he is not dis-
' pleased with the Texas- ' 
pitching so far this season. ° 
"I'd say we would probably" 
be better prepared if we had" 
played some closer games, 
. but we still have a lot of other 
things we need to work on. 
"Our defense is not what it' 
should be," Gustafson con­
tinued. "Neither is our base 
running. I think pitching is 
ahead of both those things." 
And the Longhorn hitters 
have been ahead of everyone. 
StQtS 
T.*o» 
A* -J H RM 
T. Pyka, If • •  ' :  . 5  3 2 3 
Olivers, If 2> 1 2 0 
Pounds, rf ^ • •• -3 1 1 0 
Griffin, rf 
Moreland, 3b -  ! •  1 i: 8 
Ayers; 3D : i- 0 0 ' ;o 
Bradley, c-dh 7 2 2 2 
Jacobs, c 2 0 0 1 
Burley, lb 8 2 3 5 
Wortham, Ib-'p .  , . 2  0 0 0 
Reeves, cf • • 5  4 2 0 
Anderson,-cf 1 0 0 0 
Cuslck, dh , , 2 3 1 3 
Clark, 2b 7 3 4 ' 4 
G. Pyka, 2b 1 0 0 0 
Stouffer, ss 8 . 3 4 4 
Dipges, ss • 1 0 0 0 
Duncan* c 2 1 1 0 
Ball, rf _• 4 1 -0 2 
Totals * «• 27 17 27 
IP R II H W SO 
-FU 
Gideon 
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teams, men and women, won 
easy victories over Schreiner 
Institute Tuesday at the 
Penick and intramural courts. 
f RUGS 
$coo Many 
O Beautiful Colors $750 
• LEATHER SAtE* " i 
Various kind*, colors - 75'; per ft.' 
Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309 
ADVERTISING ORDER l 
The men showed depth by 
beating Schreiner, 6-0, j 
without playing any of its top 1 . 
four players. The Horns com- T* 
pletely dominated the match, 
not losing a set. — ----
Dan Byfield beat Stenley 
Adams 6-1, 6-0, Brad Nabers ' 
downed Warren Woo 6-2, 6-1, 
Jim Bayless beat Tom Daven- ^ 
port 6-3, 6-3, while Paul 
Weigand defeated Pete Gar­
cia 6-1, 6-1 and Tommy 
Roberts won 6-0, 6-1 over Joe 
I 
I 
DAILY TEXAN ! 
. ' - t • * if 
The women showed as much 
dominance over a tougher 
Schreiner omen's team win­
ning 8-2. 
CUP AND MAIL TODAY! 
WRITE YOUR AD HERE 
f-
— . .A V • •••'• -jV.'i-. : 
Src-i . 5*. 
. * 
\ ' 
Pw 6 Wednesday/ February 27, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN y 
Use this handy chart to quickly arrive , 
, at coit. , 
(15 wc ira mill nmum) < 
No. Time* Timos Timos Times Tim* 
Words 1 2 5 10 20 
Costptrwonl |0 It 35 60 1.20 
15 1.50 2.70 5.25 9.00 18.00 
14 1.60 2.M 5.60 9.60 19.20 
17 1.70 3.06 5.9S  ̂ 10.20 20.40 
11 1.10 3.24 6.30 * 10.80 21.60 
1» 1.90 3.42 6.65 11.40 22.80 
Amount Enclosed. 
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FORT WORTH (UP1) -
Rick Bullock scored 41 points 
Tuesday night in providing 
about the only offense Texas 
Tech could muster in 
"defeating Texas Christian, 77-
$6, and keeping the Red 
Raiders tied with Texas for 
the Southwest Conference. 
SJWith only one league game 
remaining the Raiders and 
Longhorns have 10-3 records. 
TCU is 8-16.Sa#/? 
•t vw •> 
DALLAS (UPI) -iifclr* 
Terrell led all scorers with 2. 
points -and topped everyone 
with 14* rebounds Tuesday 
night as Southern Methodist 
whipped a scrappy Rice 
University team 89-79 and 
stayed in contention for the 
Southwest Conference cham­
pionship. 
Tech must face Southern^ The Mustangs trail league 
Methodist Saturday in Lub-' leading Texas Tech and Texas 
bock while Texas travels to by one game with a 9-4 SWC 
Rears. Saturday night "in the final 
The Raiders had all they , conference game. 
wanted from TCU for the first^* a win in Lubbock would tie 
30 minutes of the game with1 ~ SMU with Tech, but Baylor 
Bullock providing nearly 100 would have to whip Texas to 
percent of the offense. throw the race into a three-
Bullock scored 15 of Tech s way tie and send SMU to the 
first 20 points in sending the JSJCAA playoffs. 
Raiders to a 10-point lead, but%| The win against Rice was 
the Horped Frogs fought back the seventh straight for SMU 
to within one point at the half, 
37-36. 
The Raider sophomore 
scored 11 of Tech's first 12 
points in the second half, and 
his 41-point total was the 
largest in a Southwest 
' Conference league game this 
year. Arkansas' Dean Tolsen 
had scored 41 in a non-
conference gdme early this 
season. . 
TCU's Ted Jones; who 
scored' 21 points, kept the 
Horned Frogs in the contest 
with his long-range bombing 
until 10 minutes remained. At 
that point TCU trailed by only* 
four, 55-51, but the Raiders 
then ran off eight straight 
points to put the game out of 
reach. 
The loss left TCU with a 2-11 
conference record. Tech is 
now 16-7 for the season and 
and saw 39 personal fouls and 
five technicals. 
Rice is now 4-9 in league 
play and 10-16 on the seasopu 
SMU is 14-11 on the year. 
• • • 
COLLEGE STATION (UPI) 
— John Thornton and Randy 
Knowles: combined for 56 
points Tuesday to lift Texas 
A&Mtd a 94-72 victory over 
Baylor in a game between 
Southwest Conference . also?, 
rans. 
-v ^ -r- .1 -s. ,c — 
. • - TKJstsBflTwSiSS 
BILL TROTT 
Staff Writer 
The Arkansas Razorbacks 
had a few things Texas Coach 
Leon Black wasn't expecting 
Monday night in Gregory 
Gynvlikea 1-3-1 zone defense, 
a hot-shooting guard and .* 
strong rebounding game. 
But Texas countered with 
something Razorback Coach 
Lanny Van Eman was expec-
first, and we were a little tight 
at firsts* Larrabee said. 
"They were out there add 
didn't have anything to lose 
and it just took about 10 
minutes to feel them out." 
Texas took a 12-6 lead after 
five minutes, but Arkansas, 
relying on thte outside ac­
curacy of junior guard Ricky 
Medlock, tied the game and 
stretched out an eight-point 
mm-
ting, as the Longhorns lead midway through the first 
defeated Arkansas 99-82 to re** half. C %,rjSt: VllSI" villi 
main tiail with Tava^TaAti (rtp _ ARKANSAS^ ' 
managed to control both 
jtoards, and Medlock, s&ooting 
over the Texas zone, helped 
Itae Razorbacks to a S%18 lead, 
basket by Ed - Johnson 
1Biar^ypfe3rwFrWiFtia$F 
time lead for the Longhorns. 
Larrabee, Robinson and Pan 
Krueger also hit in a three-
minute streak in which Texas 
outscored the Razorbacks, 12-
. J.; ' ' " ' 
Robinson and Harry ^After that;^good things 
Larrabee, who were playing began to happen for Texas. 
ain tied ith exas Tech for 
the conference-lead. 
1 "AtjOut our only hope was 
that they wouldrt shoot as 
well as they did the first time 
we played them," said Van 
tfon lasTweek. But I guess 
there, really wasn't any reason 
to think that;" 
. THE HORNS hit 96 percent 
of their shots from the field 
and had five men in double 
figures, led by seniors Larry 
better Execution 
Longhorns, » Jj 
"We weren't moving well at--
all in the first half," he said." 
"We had a lot riding on the 
game and we were a little 
edgy. There was a lack of ex­
ecution, but late in the half we 
made the move." 
"The, move" carried over 
into the second half , with 
better defense and more run­
ning on offense. 
When Texas came out of its 
zone, Krueger worked on 
Medlock man-to-man and held 
him to only eight poiiits. 
"WE, STARTED rushing 
Ather& didn't 
drop," said Van Eman^'We I 
were stronger inside, but 
every time we tried to get the 
ball inside they collapsed on 
us so quick we couldn't get to 
the basket." 
Robinson and Tyrone John­
son controlled things 
reboundwise while Larrabee 
and Krueger kept the offense 
moving with fast breaks. -Iff 
"I used to think SMI) WOT 
the best balanced team in the 
conference,'' Van Eman said, 
"but Texas showed that 
they're'the most explosive;1 
That Scoreboard's up there to 





their final game;,in Gregory 
Gym. -1 '"-a ty&f . W 
The Longhorns had to over­
come early-game tightness 
and brief periods of cold 
shooting to keep pace with: 
Tech, who defeated TCU 77-
66r- J- H';-
" "We weren't moving well at 
Robinson and Larrabee „ hit 
consistently and Texas 
managed to control' Tolson, 
both offensively and on the 
boards. 
~?;AT HALFTIME, Black 
Emphasized controlling 
Medlock, who had 18 points ia 
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Sports Shorts 
Don Pauley stops Dan Krueger 




The Top 20, with first-place votes In 
parentheses, season records through 
games of last Saturday, and total points. 




DALLAS (AP) — Players 
belonging to the Nationar 
Football League Players 
Association have been sent a 
ballot by the NFLPA ex­
ecutive committee asking 
authority to strike the 
National football League if 
necessary, WFAA radio 
reported Tuesday. •>-; 
WFAA said 37 of the 45 
Dallas Cowboys who belong to 
_ _ 
the NFLPA have authorized a 
strike should it become 
necessary. 
Middle linebacker Lee Roy 
Jordan of the Cowboys said he 
would not support a strike. 
Teammate Bob Lilly 
agreed, saying "With the 
economic times we face as 
Americans it would be dis­
astrous to strike." ' •- . 
• • • 
1. N.C. St (29) 22-1 912 
2. N. dame (IS) 22-1 844 
- 3. UCLA (4) "" 20-3 774 
4. N. Carolina , 20-3 599 
5. Maryland 19-4 520 
. 6. Vanderbllt 21-2 456 
/•.. 7. Alabama 20-3 399 
8. Marquette : 21-3 340 
, .9. Indiana 18-3 325 
10. So. Calif. 20-3 288 
- « Q  U. Pittsburgh ' ; 22-2 
12. Providence 23-3 *44 
13. Long B'ch St. 21-2 184 
- 14. S. Carolina " 18-4 99 
15, Kansas 17-5 _ —45-
16. Creighton ^ 21-4 39 
17. Michigan , 17-4 : 31 
18. Arizona 19-4' 27 
19. New Mexico 19-6 25 
20.t°Louisvllle 17-5 19 
:i,a 
POMONA BEACH, FLA. 
(AP) — Texas Ranger 
Manager Billy Martin has 
been given -a clean bill of 
health following a complete 
physical examination by Dr. 
George Resta in Washington, 
the club announced Tuesday. 
Martin had been ailing for 
several days with what had 
been termed a kidney infec­
tion. ••••••••••••••••••• 
21 , The Largest .Ki • 
Selection of1 » 
• 
NUrNOMMPH ILORAS AND THE 
""If" L 
^ is?# wlWM 
||f|A public lecture by Professor L.R. 
I;|l Wilson, University of Oklahoma. Spon-
sored bythreUT chffpWof Sigma Xi, The 
• Scientific Research Society of" North 
i America. Thursday, February 28, 8 
East Campus Lecture Hall. 
luiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiuiiiiiiitiititiiiiiiiiHttHiiiiiimiittiiiiiiimiimiHtwi 
at tht Reagan Square Store 
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WEST SIDE TAP 
MIXED DRINKS 




Don Sa n 
and. w 
Joe Mike Taylor 
& 
•RECORDERS* 
Iron. $2.25 ur 
See us for 
Recorders & 
• o fVri" 
•, _ 
^ Recorder Music 
eUsg Amiter Music 
* ' 1624 Lavaca • 
~$)ji ' * " 
LIVEI ALL WEEKl 
STRAW 
BRIDGE 
HAPPY HOUR MON.-SAT. 3-7:30 
$1.40 Pitcher - 75e Highball 30e Mug 
GAZETTE 
with Byron Bmrtine 
iHh Rytef lnrri 
ROGER BARLETT 
Open Daily for Lunch 11:30 
2 for 1 mixed drinks till 6:00 p.m. 







on all 1 
Guitar 
Strings 
. Amster Music • 
« 1624 lavaca J 
•••••••••«••••••••• 
STEVE FR0MH0LZ 
Tuet.-Sat. Fab. 26-Mof. 2 
AUSTIN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
BRAHMS, BIZET & BEETHOVEN 
Thursday/February 28/Municipal Auditorium/8:00 jplli. 
Walter Dudoux, Conductor 3 
Michael Houstoyn  ̂gMsts«Mst,wiMwr 1973von 
p a limited number of tickets will be available to optional fee 
s holders for 50' through the 
Cultural Entertainment Committee 
Student tickets $1. 
Hogg Box Office/10-6 faily/February 22-28 
• v. I# 4 , v V ^ •. * f „ l, J 




JKIUNE ADMITTED FREE TO rsrissf 
; 
|v^;H THE HUGE 
(FORMERLY KRACKERJACK) 
COVER NO  MON.-THURS; 
NOW SERVING SHINER BEER 
OPEN 8 p.m. 10th/Lamar 477-3783 
' 
ALLEN DAMR0N 
a t  THE (fnqiish Aire APARTMENTS 
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LADIES NIGHT " 
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Armadillo World Hdqtrs. 
presents 
LeeAm&theBizarros mmm • 
€UtW 
F X^ ibN BOUTIQU "161b (A 
^Sdudrt.ihiirtliffWiAlrrt'WIotij 
Conqueroo 
: .CENTE ' 
$100 
ON THE R STAGJ/T 
The Cultural Entertairiment Committee 6t the Texas Union 
'-m presents 
NIKOLAIS DANCE THEATRE 
Sunday/March 3/Munkdpal Aud)toiium/8.'00PM 
 ̂ Monday/March 4/Municipal AuOtorium/SKMPM 
free to optional fee holdefSTticketS cavattabte Februory ̂ tlf" ~ 
$5, $4.^3 general admission'tickets available February 27 ' ̂  
.Hogg daiN/Eoripfo^natipn 471-1444 
Ucture-domoiutiatlon, Tuesday, McMrch 5 Texas Union Main Ballroom 11:00 a.m 
, Master doss, Tkiesckiy. March S Texas Union Main laHroom 2410 p.ni 
bus Schedule 7:oo & 7:30 
J«i«, Kintolving, Co-Op - 25' Exact Chang* Requira^ 
At mi f 
m 
t f - r y  w 
m 
"VwxeRmpmsv 
MORE 5EWING W^UFEI? QUAUTY ̂  
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the play, and although her performance isnot totally i: 
adequate, she often causes the action to drag. Her ovei^j 
dramatization of the role is sometimes laughable — she-'" *1 
. 'aptly plays the part of an overbearing, self-centered^ 
flighty woman, but one might question her interpretation^; 
of Coward's character. Although he id a quite dramatic 
playwright, it is doubtful that he intended such' 
"enthusiasm" to be applied. Her br«athiijess n*akes her 
lines unintelligible at times, 1 
Miss Crain undoubtedly is on tfie right track, however. 
The character demands a certain amount of flippancy,,. . 
After all, just'what sort of woman can gaily walk out oft,, 
her husband of only a few hours? And more than that,' 
with her ex*husband? ,r. 
things, among others, must be taken into *con§|§ 
sideration before evaluating Miss Crain's performance|g§ 
. _ Also, perhaps she is merely trying to live up to her pastfp? 
perience, both plentiful and impressive, remains irrele- Jgg ^David Hull, who plays Miss Crain's ex-husband Elyofel 
vant in Trio ninnor tkaa+or nr/vliî iAn Tf iii/livAil k«f u_. .. . . • 
Sf' "Private Lives;" by Noel Coward; starring 
©avid Hull, John High, Jeanne Grain and Rebecca 
Balding; at The Country Dinner Playhouse. 
- By LYNN BAILEY 
Texan Staff Writer 
v Often past, reputations and stage credits speak too 
/ Strongly in an aotor/actress' favor. Though inevitable, 
. ^ this fact places an unfair burden on lesser-known, 
greater-talent performers. 
|j|| Such is the case of Jeanne Crain's questionable top bill-
$;':fng in The Country Dinner Playhouse production of 
^rPrivate Lives." Miss Crain's stage and screen ex-
"vant to the dinner theater production. If judged by 
^"Private Lives" performances alone, the three "support 
, ting" members of the cast, who unfairly receive lesser 
publicity, and praise, deserve to have their names in 
v Jtehts-
'•vV MISS CRAIN EMERGES as the weakest character-in 
sarcastically livens up the play, as well as the tempers of -fitf 
"ifl 
M| exposing-the .nature of the other roles. His temperament 
PH and personality, as compared to that of Miss Crain's new 
husband, Victor (John High), embodies one of the most 
central meanings of the play — shows, in a sense, the two 
conflicting sides of Miss Crain's psyche. 
Hull's performance might be said to ju^ftf^ Miss 
Crain's — her dramatization of all events and cir­
cumstances heightens the humor of his sarcasm, his abili­
ty to get in the last word; His easy disregard of her incest 
sant moanings and sighs makes her role'more comic. 
THE PLIGHT OF THE misbegotten, forgotten spouses, 
Sibyl (Rebecca Balding) and Victor, is woven in and out 
and around the antics of Miss.Crain and Elyot. Victor's 
constant moanings and worry contrast Siby's tearful dis­
belief of the situatioh. 
These two "supporting" roles, as well as Elyot's, defy ^ 
that billing and surface as the most noticeable, complin- «&>* * 
dable characters in the play. Miss Balding's refreshing 
qoyness and innocent trust come across beautifully in her . 
lines. She convinces so completely that the audience ac-.?fr, 
tually "fefels" her pain, sympathizes with her trauma. It Ma 
is easy to anticipate, eagerly await her entrances on 
stage and regret her exits; she adds a bright, but real, 
i attempts to say, but cannot. His pain is real and the 
} audience perceives this; hers is not, nor is it supposed to 
'mm 
the ot?ier^haracters- ,Hi.s con.vipcing, cutting quips aid in> :^|dimensiorf toTthe play. 
p# High communicates" the sincere pain andfrustration of V 
r ll3 nr'an w^° loves but cannot gain love in return. He f 
^gsuccessfully "says" with his facial expressions, body £ 
41lniovements and verbalizations, that which Miss Crain 
/ 
jbe. But tor efforts to make clear this paradox, to show 
~|$ontrived pain, fall far short. v ' A1. 
S- THE GRIEVANCE AGAINST' 'Private Lives* does ribp 
'lie in the fact that Miss Crain fails to enact her role ef- " 
\hciejntly. On the contrary, her acting deserves much coniiff 
' pliment if singled out. She should not be totally condemn^'? 
^ ed for trying too hard, sv ' Y-
The problem happens to be that she fails to live up to 
" the legend, if it may be so called. When minor roles 
overshadow the ''star," something is ''anruss" .„ "Miss" 
ifrain^tp .be-<M^t,|||^®^ft|||: ;o 
Perhaps it isgood af&f &H tnat Miss Crain unfairly has 
her name at the top of the list. All those eager, Oscar- <) 
cherishing fans out there will see her name advertised w-
and say to themselves: "She starred in 'Skyjacked' witf ? 
diarlton Heston;" "She once won an Academy Award 
nomination for her role in 'Pinky;' " she has numerous 
stage and screen roles to her credit;" and hence will 
throng to the playhouse to view their much overrated star 
p. only to discover that the real stars of the production 
are those whose names appear in small, Condensed type 
near the bottom of the playbill. 
P A R A M O U N T  z b ,  
•M i  CONGPTSS Av r  N U E  
rry, f 91KIHTIIW x 
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written and directed by 
Charles'Chaplin; show­
ing Wednesday and 
Monday in Jester 
Center Auditorium. 
By PAUL BEUTEL " 
Texan Staff Writer 
For inestimable throngs of 
movie-goers, both high-brow 
and low, Charles Chaplin will 
always be the world's 
comedian 
The present college-age 
generation's knowledge of 
'  Chaplin has been sadly 
minimal. Certainly everyone 
has heard the praises of 
-Chaplin and of his screen 
character, "The Tramp," but 
most students I have spoken 
with admit to having seen only 
one or two of the ojd Chaplin 
^short films ("two-reelers") 
on television. 
Such limited exposure is un-
^MSirfinite.; 'Many • of Chaplin's 
VARSITY ; 3 
j.500 guadal;.PE sTprr LFT 














A JACK ROLUNS-CHARLES H.JOFFE PRODUCTION 
Isi'V • * Produced by JACK GROSSBERG-Executive Producer CHARLES H.JOFFE 
\ Written by WOODY ALLEN and MARSHALL BRICKMAN • Directed by WOODY ALLEN 
^ Umtad Aetata 
A U S T I N  
2 1 3 0  S O  C O N G R C S S  A V E  




FILM! Be sure—be absolutely 
sure—to see it!" v JOurna, 
AN INSPIRED MAGICAL 
EXPERIENCE! It celebrates life 
and achieves rare stature for the 
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$1.00 til MON.-FRI 
Roar once again 





$1.00 til 5 MON.-FRI 
GEORGE C.SCOTT 




$1.00 til 5 p.m. MON.-FRI. 
RivcrsidcTwin 
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WAIT DISNEY 00 «• THIS IS THE LAST 
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NO REDUCED PRICES • PASSES SUSPENDED 
RES 12^30-2V15-4:00-5:45-7:30-9:15 
early shorts ^ particularly 
those made at the Mack 
Sennett studios — undoubtedly 
possess some comic moments 
(even some great ones), but 
the full  realization of 
Chaplin's capabilities did not 
appear until thos^ later shorts 
and feature-length films over 
which he has maintained con­
trol of release until now. 
THE APPEARANCE of-
these films on campus is a 
cause for rejoicing and an im­
mediate antidote to a contem­
porary cinema almost totally 
void of good comedy, (Woody 
Allen, Pater Bogdanovich and 
"American Graffiti" ex­
cepted.) 
In terms of cinematic 
techniques, Chaplin has never 
been particularly inventive. 
His ability as a director is cer­
tainly adequate in presenting 
his unique comedic talents, 
but Chaplin has been faulted 
for not updating his visual 
style as his career progressed 
li 
into its later 
Nevertheless, it's the com­
edy of Chaplin that endures 
and remains unsurpassed. 
"THE CIRCUS" is a 
wonderful example of the 
adroit blend of hilarity and 
pathos characterist ic of 
Chaplin's best films. 
The plot outline is relatively 
simple: the Tramp acciden­
tally stumbles into the perfor­
ming ring of a failing circus. 
He inadvertently becomes the 
hit of the show, and the owner 
hires him. 
The Tramp subsequently 
falls in love with the owner's, 
fragile, mistreated daughter, 
who in turn develops a crush 
oh the handsome new high-
wire performer. The story 
smacks of melodrama, but 
Chaplin 's  y • ar t istry 
predominates and enchants 
throughout. 
The circus provides an ideal 
setting for Chaplin, allowing 
him to play with and bring 
^ HELD OVER 
,10th RECORD WEEK 
m SiS ™®™ 
mcquEEnHommm 
in a FRANKLIN J. SCHAFFNER film 
HRILUm I 
PANAVISION* TECHNICOLOR* |PG|| 
Jl 
• freshness to a lot of the rather 
stale trappings of the world 
under the Big Top. 
MUCH OF the comedy in­
volving the Tramp results 
from the unexpected 
predicaments which seem to 
assault him at every available 
; turn. The Tramp never really 
tries to be funny, unless he's 
trying to amuse a girl or bluff 
his way out of some impen­
ding threat. When the circus 
owner tells  him to "be fun­
ny," Chaplin does a mild, 
lackluster variation on the 
Tramp's own mannerisms. 
..Yet his unintentional 
predicaments are side-
splitters. In the words of the 
circus owner, "He's a sensa­
tion, but he doesn't know it." 
Chaplin builds some great 
gags around the circus-
animals .A ri led donkey 
chases him around the circus 
lot, and a team of monkeys 
assault him on the high wire. 
In the movie's funniest se­
quence, the Tramp becomes 
trapped in a cage with a sleep-
TBANS*TEXA» 
ing lion. His initial fear turns 
to confidence as the Hon 
appears docile, but one disap­
proving roar from the lion 
sends the Tramp scurrying to 
the top of the highest pole.' 
THE TRAMP is such an 
endearing and downright 
lovable little figure that we 
want desperately for him to 
succeed in winning the girl. 
But the Tramp himself knows 
the situation is impossible, 
and his attempts at least to in­
sure her happiness with the 
, tightrope walker give the 
movie its poignancy^ 
"The Circus," like "The 
Kid," leaves the viewer 
delightfully mellowed in 
spirits, warm in feeling. We 
laugh, to bg sure — often 
hysterically so. But it's the 
sheer gracefulness of the 
comedy mixed with human 
emotions which sets his films 
apai;t, and is so much a part of 





REDUCED PRICES TIL 6:15 
i' (MON.-SAT.) ' 
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
INCLUDING BEST ACTRESS ,. 
AWARD NOMINEE. 
AT 6:45.9:29 
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! A Paramount Release 





• MANN THEATRES 
raxTWIN 6757 AlKPOtfttVO. 
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION 
and FILMWAYS, INC. present 
JACKLEMMON t 
in A MARTIN RANSOHQFF Production J 
fgl co-sfeirting JACK GILPORD 
ASSt'lnCOUW PHWTS BV MOMEUA8 
A fWWMOOKT PICTURE 
1454-27111 
| SHOWN WEEKDAYS AT 8:00 p.m 
MURDERS 
IS COMING 
IU5 Theatres IV 
I S. PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD 




2 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
"DOUBLE FEATURE" 
SHOWN AT 2:30-6:15-10:00 
Reduced Prices 
; Til 6 P.M. 
Mon. thru-Sat. 
" 
ACA?|MY AWARD NOMINEE • AGAINI 




< SECOND FEATURE 
I; SHOWN AT 










» Til « P.M. 
Until her date with... 
m O'NEAL 
WWMCXJtn-PICTURESCORPOMDON »nd FTLMMAYS, INCpn»«nl 
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INCLUDING W 
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$1.00 til * pjn. 
FEATURE TIMES 
Country western singer Willie Nelson 
By MARK PEEL 
Texan Staff Writer 
The' standard Levis are 
' there, but in place of the se-
quined jacket and satin shirt 
is an unadorned work shirt 
with the tails out. The belt 
that holds the jeans up isn't 
, anything fancy either — no 
' acorns or oak leaves, not even 
a name. And where you might 
expect to find a $200 pair of 
Charlie Dunn boots are a pair 
of slip-on Moccasins. Willie 
Nelson definitely doesn't fit 
the iinage of a country and 
w e s t e r n  s t a m '  
Nelson, Who prated a 
weekend date at Castle Creek, 
is one of the;<i'!Nashville 
Outlaws1' along 'with Waylon 
MsMHi 
T. Hall, Tompali 
Down to EartK Country 
KM 
because in Nelson's 
"We dawhat WE want to do — 
, we don't conform to any stan- playing with Commander 
dards. We don't bow, down to . Cody, but plays with Nelson 
the Grand Ole Opry and the fthen he has a chance, 
recording companies." , The rest of his band is com* 
and Billy ioe Shaver. $he Stages AvI;¥j 'Houston. I just bought a ticket 'that "tate to be seen to be" "country Wo«>dstnr'irw'^fetth»| 
group came by the aame.fgJimmy Day. Nelson's ex-A'^nd sat out in the audience^-1 Sieved ahd enjoyed. M could fexpebt th^^ 
words, 'steel guitar player, joined the' didn't go backstage of,Nelson is planning anbfftir Mirk .lagg^r pv«.i K"Vv^' 
band Friday night. Day is now anything like that. ^Fourth of July get-t»gether^ that i? if he makes it ove| , 
"I then found out that h^Vrith all of his picking fciends^that canyon), and President 
was going to be playing in that he had down at Dripping. Nixon. "Nixon's going to be 
Albuquerque next, so I Springs last summer. This there to make sure thaj 
arranged to get a job there all#ime, the fete will be at Texa&^Jtothing goes wrong' with Aft, 
e a m a  H m A  v  : a ,  f e w l s ' y i W b r i j c t  : : ' S p 4 9 < & i d l % ^ d 3 ^ : -  i l r i j p l u i ^ b i n G r  •  Nelson's two performances' 
at Castle Creek Friday and 
Saturday nights were no 
different than the ones h£ 
plays elsewhere.  The 
audience was a mixture of 
longhaired students, well-
dressed junior executives and 
State Rep. Ben "Jumbo" 
Atwell of Hutchins. 
NELSON WENT through 
of his sister Bobbie 
Nelson on piano, Paul English 
bn drums; Dan "Bea" Spears 
on bass, Mickey Raipheld on;-
harp and Jody Paine,  on-
guitar. HiE -I 
uPhases Ira Stages con-
tains some songs that Nelson 
has been performing for some 
time but has never recorded 
like ''Bloody Mary Morning," 
tiie s e ti e.
nights, Nelson said he went^lStation, The facilities 
over to Russell's motel room5&£re much more 
there,;.. 
"adequate, 
W jNelson said: 
Nelson has been picking' 
> "We picked a longtime into-'Nelson said. ;;;since he was 15 and says h<( 
the night and finally ended up , DURING HIS aet at Castle^ will keep on "untill can't plajl 
playing a few sets together a^-Creek, he. jokingly told the; the guitar anymore." After" 
the clubs we were playing,'4 audience that in addition to;, Jiis performance, somebody1^ 
After that, Russell has been >^Hank. Wilson, Kristoffersoi^. ̂ sked him to sum up his musi$ 
known to walk on stage unex- Jennings,  Charlie Rich^^in one sentence.  ' 'Will i '  
the usual repertoire — most of ' fit's Not Supposed To Be That 
his old hits and then some new 'Way" and "Pretend I Never 
NELSON and Leon Russell, 
or Hank Wilson as he has 
pectedly where Nelson is play­
ing and the two put on a show 
Shaver, Tom T. and the usual 
bunch that show up at -thes£ 
Nelson," he replied with 
handshake and a hug. 
Red album,. 
i J y  
Peter Lawford and Shelley 
Winters recall the Monroe 
legend Wednesday night on 
ABC's Wide World of Enter­
tainment,  t^Marilyn 
Remembered." " 
Theater in America 
presents "Mass," Leonard 
Bernstein's production com­
missioned by Mrs. Aristotle 
Onassis for the inauguration; 
of Washington's John F. 
Kennedy Center. Singers, 
dancers and musicians from 
Yale University are-featured 
in the European premiere 
television-
Phasesand 
from the glreat hall of Vienna;.' 
Kvt 
(Irfitwi mm: Damon and Dawn $piv*y, 
whop«pof«JthlfM»umn,or«Ucolo.tfolo».r« 
SfiMiolisIng • in natal charts, p«rt«naf 
<rf»w«, analyah, and ottralcgw dan«.) 
MIIS: Prosperity comes to you from un­
orthodox and unexpected quarters. 
• Form, flexibility, simple perception 
manifest. 
TAURUS: An awareness that personality 
and identity structure are closely 
related brings greater understan­
ding,. 
QCMINfc Maturity is reached from the 
limitations placed upon your general 
initiative. The lesson is learned. 
CANCM: Your Imagination helps you dis­
cover your personal aims and goals 
and make theiji a material fact. 
1*0-. Self-discovery received a har-
X monious, expansive boost. The 
v geosra! momentum of your life is 
fprward. 
viMOi An expansive, harmonious in­
fluence now brings your desires out 
TONfGHTX 
: of a heretofore necessary limitation. 
ub*A; Your work, health and relations 
with co-workers ^ Improve. An un- >i 
.derstandlng of,previous limitations -
ensues. 
SCOtftO: Persistence and caution which •>; 
*•>; were necessary to regenerate your 
Jii S spirit have accomplished their task; 
SAQtnARtuS: Cautlon In choosing a 
partner to build a hope with will 
prove highly beneficial. 
CAHNCOMh Short lourneys for imprac­
tical, unorthodox reasons are non­
etheless necessary for your health 
. and well-being. 
AQUARIUS: Dynamic energy to your in­
tellect and changeable nature affect 
love  a f fa i rs ,  rec rea t ion  and 
pleasure. . 
HSCIS: Your disposition and tempera-
" • ment find harmony from spiritual, 
realizations regarding self and Im­
mortality. 
Konzerthaus, Vienna, Austria.' 
made-for-television 
rhovie,  "Unwed Father,"-
provides entertainment in a 
trite fashion at ,7:30 p.m. on 
• channel 24. "* t '• - *\ " k ' * M' 
6.30 p m, ' 
; i. 7Maude 
9 News . .xi1' 
\ ^4 i Dream of Jeannle 
7 p.m ^ c 
' 7 Sonny and Cher • ^.. 
»Washington Connection Sv-,.A 
• ••v4 2* The Cowboys >< - v ^ ~ 
m,. 34 CHa'se .C' 
» Theater in America— 
24 Movie, "Unwed Fatjher" , ,1 -
^  'o i ,  f  t » 
7 Cannon * / > 
V 36 Movie: "The Thomas Crown Af 
fair" 
1 p.m*. . -i* 
7 Kolak • ' •> - , ; ; 
' 24 Doc Elliot " ^ -
.10 p.m. A ' 1 '4': 
j, 24,36 News ~ , 
t 9 Speaking Freely v , 
Vo 30 p m j 
. 7 Movie:"The Five-Man Army'v : 
:,;?i. 9 Firing Line . 
is 24 ABC Wide World of Entertain 
:.e ment — "Marilyn Remembered'''.: 
.fij . 36 Tonight Show is 
come to be known, met under 
unusual circumstances. "One 
of my daughters was playing 
his 'Mad Dogs and 
Englishmen' album that he 
did with Joe Cocker, and she, 
was trying to get me into it," 
Nelson said. "I liked Leon's 
playing and the next month I 
went to see him at a concert in • 
For information en Austin 
Tomorrow Neighbor­
hood Meetings, call 474-
4877. Noig hhorhood 
mooting* will last until 
April 30. V: 
UFPC ^ TONIGHT 
OUR 20th ANNIVERSARY 
1954-1974 
PRESENTS 
Franco Zefllrelli's Production of 
It ROMEO 
JULIET" and 
with Leonard Whiting as Romeo and ; 
Olivia Hussey as Juliet - -
Filmed on location in Italy! 






7 & 9:45 P.M. 
BaHsHallAud. 
00 
THE TWO TOP MOVIES OF TME YEAR! 
WEEN THEM THEY WIN NOMINATIONS FOR 
20 ACADEMY AWARDS!! «v 
INCLUDlNfl BESTI»ICTURE « 8E$T ACT0R - BEST ACTRESt 
BESTSUPPORTINO ACTOH-BESTSUPPORTIHfl ACTRESS 
v";"isr ' {* *m 




3rd REOORD WEEK! 
J? 
MMBFGRD 
BEST ACTOR NOMINEE 
MU.NCIVMAN 
BEST 




A UNIVERSAL PICTURE  ̂
12l00-2i20-4t40-7:00-9<20 
BAROAIN $4 00 
MATINEE 1 
RO PASSES 





M«MC( 1ICKIS Sill 
OHMWMH 
IEF6IL UU UUtMM 
BOTH HAVE BEEN NOMINATED FOR "BEST PICTURE" 
EXORC 
£ 
TWIN Ll.ir [yMTMATtl 
HOWTQWN U.S.A. 
Cameron Rd ai 183 
8 3 6  8 5 8  
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7;00 SHOW STARTS DUSK 
audiences to regain their 
composure from the emotiohal impact 
of "Sisters" after each showing, 
no one will be seated during a 
SPECIAL SHOCK 
RECOVERY PERIOD! 
tssman Williams IURG0T KIDOERJERMfER SALT.'ClcfEpg 
Cntor mMoncuB AnAnwrirjBilntHiuhoiwIPrt̂ se..WH I WU> 
PIUS CO-FEATURE t , 
THERE ARE SEVEN BASIC FEMALE RESPONSES! 
These girls experience them all! 
SOUTHSIDE - SOUTH SCREEN 
stm iw wo 
ntroducing SUE-SUE aS SHANGHAl LlL 






THE DAŶ Te DOLPHIN 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 1:45 $1.00 HI FIRST 
 ̂features RUN! "?! OutdlliipeSI'—477tl9M 
a film about ' 
JIMI HENDRIX %Ix 'i J % . X 
' 5 f vf * wm i, 
'.. .THE BEST FILM 
ABOUT POP MUSIC 
I'VE EVER SEEN." 
-George Me*y 
THE LONf " DON SUNDAY OBSERVER 
AS ENTERTAINING ̂
 
 ̂ AND INTERESTING 
MOTION PICTURE .̂ 
AS CAN POSSI0UY 
E MADE". . -




m V ' 
° 1M •s> 
JIMI HENDRIX POSTER 
rff~?S0< TO AU PATRONS! imr 
% 
F—turing tlx prwlemly Mnttn Hnptrtomumenhom 1999 to 19TQ, 
' Inbhidlng MM MMttrw Mi ol Wight, wmi Woodstock FMMrata 
A OOCUM1NTAHV f NOM WAftNIR RNOt Q« WAWNm OOMMUMCATMNR CORWANV 




- » .  
•: W.ORPHM nunuuiv • WK m • 
2Tst ,& Ouadolup* Sccond L«v«l Dobie Mall  477*1324 
SPECIAL DOUBLE FEflTUBf 
1 Film 51.25, 2 For $2.00 









» THE MUSIC 10VERS" 




LARRY KRAMER wi MARTIN ROSEN pesmi 
-'ALAN BATES . OLIVER REED | 
-.GLENDA JACKSON" JENNIE LIND& 
4M. " m KEN RUSSELL S'lHmci 
• D.H.LAWRENCES 
"WOMEN IN LOV f E' 




"WILD, RACY, BOLD SATIRE 
pulls out.all the stops!" 
%h( 
&WK % —CUE MAGAZINE" 
M t" u L 
- F r o m  
the director of JO 
SS-jrj: uv-v v 
Z i " <• 
B, 
"COMES 
ENGINE T .1 SHOOK WITH 
SHOCK AND LAUGHTER!" 
:H^AOUUSO> 
2:00, 3:40, 5:2 -̂|1.00 
7:00; 8:40, 10:20 $1.50 
FLASH 
GORDON 
'The Purple Death" 
12:10- $1.25 
-
i ne Rolling Stones 
SHELTE 
Smw II 
..^Wednesday,. February 27^ 1974 THE DAILlf TEXAN 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISI 
RATES 
.15 word minimum 
Each word One twww 
Each word 2-4 timet..;; 
Each'word 5-9 times ; 
Each word 10 or more times 
Student, rate each timo-.i.:.'?,; 
Classified Display 
I col. * one inch one Time. 
I col * one inch 2-9 times, 
1 cok jjtl one , 't.n$A%J 
more times .., '":, . ..,-
%*I0 
. $ 09 
,S 0? 
•S 06 





FOR SALE FURN. APARTS. I  FURN. APARTS. • FURN. APARTS. • HELP WANTED W:f- SERVICE O TYPING 
Tutuftoy ftsan Monday *OiOQ cmw. 
IMtdnttdpy Toon Twotdoy 10:00 o.m. 
Thvndoy Toxa* Wodno»doy 10:00 o.fn. 
frM«y T«m Thuttdoy 10:00 o.m.. 
in tHo ovvnt of trrtn mod* in on 
>«dvo«Niomont. tmmodtolo Mtxa mult bo 
givon at iho pubiithort avo t*tp0n»tb)o for 
* only ONE mcorroct inioHton. AH claim-to 
«ltuitm#nti ihouU b« mod* not lotor 
.than 30 day* olfor publication/' 
• LOW STUDENT RATES 
15 words or less for 75s the 
first time, 5' each ad­
ditional word. l qol. x one 
•inch: each time $2.37. 
"Unclassifieds"—1 line 3 
times $1.00 (Prepaid, No 
Refunds). Student most 
show Auditor's receipt ana 
pay in advance in TSP 
Bldg. 3.200 (25th & Whitis) 
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
V\onday through Friday. 
VEGA GT 72Alr, standard, goodgas 
mileage, very good condition. 11600 or 
best offer. Call 444-2761. 
'67 DATSUN 1600convertible. 25-30 mpg. 
; New radlals,-runs great.-345-3874 after 6.' 
p.m 
NEW BSR McDonald 510X turntablt, i 
Shurecartridge,$60. Call 442-1026 after 6 
p.m. 
after six. 
1973 "DODGE VAN, standard 6 
tradesman. $2,450.00. 258-2188 after 7 
p.m 
10-SPEED MERCIER bike. Golf cliibi -
full set with bag. Doug. 472-1490. 
GOLD OMEGA-WATCH with date.Gold 
and steel band. Call Doug. 472-1490. 
^THE WILLOWICK 
tasM Live, in Wooded Seclusion, 
vUarger Apartments with .shag- carpets, 
modern furniture, accent-wall and con-
vehieot central location 
*" S145 unfurnished $160 furnished 
$178,unfurnishedS>98 furnished* 
All Bills Paitt 
«0 South First St ' 444-068?-* 
NOW LEASING new efficiency apart-
,ment. One semester or longer. 
J135/month.AII bllltpald. 2700 Manor-




Aparfrtient living <1 block from Campos 
i Individual applicant* matched with 
ms® 
MOVE NOW, take advantage of a fan* 
taiflc bargain. Large one bedroom type -
apartments. $115, On shuttle bus. 454* 
*2092 ' ' - v " " " "7 
AVAILABLE NOW large 1 bedroom. 
CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, new 
carpet, $140 plus electricity. The Com. 
flUistador, 2101 San Gabriel. 472-7746 for 
' information. 
.TRAIN NOW for 
SUMMER JOB. Youn 
your 
_ _ mg men,, 
women w|io are" willing to 
learn and work during your off 
hours. This could be the start 
of something good: Excellent 
training and top money could 
lead you to the kind of full-
time iob during the summer 
RIBBON 
w^With any typewriter or. 
- * "Adding ma 1 IIP-1 -
Just North of Zph 
Guadalupe,;^. 
j chine repair, 
. Reasonable rates, i-,, 
> Sales, Service, Rentals. •••••• 
MasterCharge BankAmerlcard 
Call 474-2566 £ -
typfilkll, 
~ .'"--J 
ABC TYPEWRITER CO. 
' Free pick-up and delivery. 
MB.A: 
Typing, Muitllithing, Binding 
BEDROOM, trl 
.2910 Red River „ t - 476-563't 
' A Paraaon Property 
VILLA 
ORLEANS 
1959 HILLMAN MINX. 454-1779. 







, We m^ke pro DEMO tapes 
M on 2 or 4 track. 
$15 hr. in-our studio -
ACME REC. CO. 
441-1550 
STEREO CENTER 
HAS THE BEST 
STEREO DEAL FOR 
203 East 19th 476-6733 
USED GE Dishwasher. 6 years old. $50 
-Goodcondition.454-4797, ext.216. Beforfe 
5. 
'68 FIAT. One of the sharpest In town * 
850 Spider. 32,000 plus miles. 32-plus> 
mpg. $1150 firm. 452-7248 after 5, 
weekdays, anytime weekends. *•.' 
FURN. APARTS. 
? WE RENT 
: AUSTIN 
$ Your time is valuable 
Our service is free 
PARAGON -
PROPERTIES 






Has vacancies, 1 and 2 
. bedroom 
1801 South Lakeshore Blvd. 
Phone 442-6668 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold: Capitol Diamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-6877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
.' with. every guitar, Amster Music, 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED in-
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
Why waste time on a city bus? 
Walk to class. Old Main 
Apartments. Unique efficien­
cies and one bedrooms. 25th 
and Pearl. Furnished. All Bills 
Paid. $125 and up. 477-0770. 
1 Bedroom Furnished c 
Convenient to U.T. ~ 
Reasonable -" 
Shuttle Vi block ' ! • 
452-3314 459-9927 453-4545 
THE SAXONY 
Come by and see our large, comfortable, 
totally electric apartments. Spacious 
Srounds with lots of grass and parking ur pool is surrounded by a beautiful 
courtyard with an aioming club room 
We are located at 1616 Royal Crest Only' 
one block south of the Town Lake Shop­
ping Center on East Riverside Drive 
I Bedroom S155-SI75 
1 bedroom 1 bath $190-S210 :.'i 
2 Bedroom 2 Bath $210-5245 -
Furnished or unfurnished . 
All Bills Paid -; 
On shutffe bus 




Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution to. 
„ your housing. 
The South Shore's central location 
provides easy access to U.T. 
Come by and see our new efficiency and 
1 bedroom apartments on the banks of 
Town Lake. Comiplete with shag 
carpeting, accent wall, rnodern fur-
niture. plus an individual deck overlook* 
• iny the water. 
From $145 all bills paid 
300 East Riverside Drive 
444-3337 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW. 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart of UT 
area. I block to shuttle. $149.50 
- $169 50, ABP 




• | Block Campus 
• Free Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Quiet 
• Maid Service 
• AH Bills Paid 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
baths, living room, dining 
area, kitchenette. Private 
Rooms Available. . . 
SUBLET 1/1 FURNISHED apartment 
through May, $145 ABP, shuttle, pool, 
-maid. 2505 Enfield, No. 23. 452-6368. ^, 
AVAILABLE NOW at summer rates 
mew efficiencies. 301 West 38th. Sequoia . 
Apis. 442-2791, . > « 
RENT THESE excellent dormitory-style 
rooms with all utilities paid. Furnished. 
S55/month. Carpeted, air-conditioned, . 
auto parking availablef Contact 
manager at 3310 Red-River or phone 476-
3634. 
ONLY $110 PLUS Electric. Like new ef-
ficiencies. Shuttle bus. No pets. 3805 
Avenue B 459-8564 
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY for rent . 
near campus. Older but comfortable. 
Lots of windows. $125. ABP. 472-9661. 
TAfcRYTOWN. ONE BEDROOM. 
Mature Single, due to special cir­
cumstances. All bills paid. Only $125. 
459-7950. * 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - $155.00:; 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
NEW ONE Bedroom furnished «part _ 
ment. CA/CH, dishwasher, dispose^', 
laundry, pool. Near 34th and Speedway,' 
3405 Helm 472-7885. 
UNF. APARTS. 
- tn Austin and still save next 
year's tuition. Desire will \ 
overcome all obstacles. So call 
454-4841 for an appointment 
with Mr. Patton. 
**•' ' • 
COLLEGE GRADUATES > 
Male or female. Minimum edlcatlon re­
quired - graduating senior or graduate -
five figOre Income with $3,000l5onus dur­
ing the Ijrst year, with annual trips to 
• Acopulco, Europe, and Hawaii. Worklnlj. 
-inareas of colleges and universities. Call 
George Furqueron, Monday through Frtjr;! 
day 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 477-3757. -M 
PRESS 
We specialize In. resumes, handbills, 
letterheads and envelopes. . 
^ , Check Our Low R ates -
, - ' 2200 Guadalupe ' y 
" - Just Across The Street 
^he Complete Professiona|| 
Service 
- " RESUMES ' 
5with or without pictures. , 
2 Day Service 
472-3210 and 472-7677 ! 
2707 Hemphill Park 
TYPING II 
A Responsive Typing Service 
2200 • Vi Guadalupe -
HOLIDAY HOUSE No. 1 
Fountain person and Carhop wanted to 
work noon runs. Excellent position Tor. 
college students due to the scholarship 
program the company offers. Apply 









U\ University and , » • 
business work ;< 
- Last Minute Service 





. . . O n  t h e  D r a g  
474-! 124 Thesis 
Resumes 
Scientific 
Next to Gourmet , 
.1908 University Ave. 
478-2185 
WE RENT CAMERAS, lenses, strobes, 
tripods, projectors. Polaroids, etcetera.'-
Rental Department, Capitol Camera 476-, 
CAMERAS 30%-50% OFF. Canon Ftb 
fl.2, list $534 only $282. Camera Obscura, 
478-5187 evenings. BankAmerlcard, 
Mastercharge. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio, 4764421. Tues -
Sal. 10-6. -
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, wlth' 
side railings. Just arrived. Doubles and 
Singles. Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
'73 WHITE DODGE van. Power steer-
: ing, power brakes, radio, carpeted, 




33rd & Speedway 
• • Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
Split level luxury living. Beautiful .studio 
( for 3-5 mature students. units designed l 
New contemporary decor. Walk-ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
TWO BLOCKS 
TO CAMPUS 
l & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies' 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
. Large walk-in closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31st 
472-2147, 476-2633 
BarryGilHngwaterCompany 
SCHWINN CONTINENTAL bicycle Of 
superior quality. For trouble-free 
transportation: Just $95. Phone 447^217. 
*7i ROTARY MAZDA RIOO. 10.000 mites 
on motor. Perfect mechanically. $1,-
550.00. Afler_8:Q0 p.m. 478-3682 Wayne. _ 
PRAKTICA LLC 35mm SLR 50mm F1.8 
Can use Pentax Lenses. Very good con-
diton, about S175. 451-5405 after 7 p.m. 
PIONEER CSr77A's, $220 pair, Sansul 
2000X, $200. 472-9889. 478-9811. Leave 
message: Jim. 
1970 KAWASAKI 500. Trade for Yamaha 
360 Enduro or 1972 350 K&wasaki Street. 
444-5938 evenings. - - . . 
SALE ON Mexican wooleris, blankets, 
panchos. lots of other nice things. The 
First Grade, 701 West 24th, 11-5 Monday-
Saturday. 
20-PLUS MPG, '69 VW Fastbeck, 
radio,—50,000 njltes. Stm 
negotiable. 476-1432 after 6 p.m. 
''56 CHEVY half-ton pickup. Rebuilt '59 
283 engine. Good condition. $495. 
Weekdays after 5, weekends. Call 441-
•109. . 
1972 SUZUKI SAVAGE 250 under 600 
mites, excellent condition, best offer 
over SM0. 441-8835 after 5. 
PHOTO CLASSES for beginners at The 
Darkroom. $7.50 for 3-2 hour sessions 
with lab time. 454-4036. 
AIR CONDITIONER. 24,000 8TU. 
Reoular price $500. selling for $125. Call 
my office. Tina Hill at 444-1856 for Infor-
"mation. 
RARE AKITA PUPPIES. AKC 
registered national dog of Japan. Priced 
$150 to $225. Calf 282-2501. 
1964 VW BUS. Hi-performance engine, 
mags, radlals, shag, custom interior. 
$1,000 Make offer. 447-3379. „ 
TEN SPEED BIKES wholesale in box or 
assembled, call 478-6504 after 3:30, 
limited offer. 
2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit 




WEST AUSTIN Brand New 
Efficiency. 5 minutes to down­
town and shuttle bus to UT. 
Call today for your choice of 
color schemes. 
472-0558, 4728278, 4766707 - unit 
7551 
$129.50 
All Bills Paid— 




476-6707, unit 7551. _ 
TWO BLOCKS UT—— 
O n e  l a r g e  b e d r o o m  
a p a r t m e n t s .  C A / C H ,  
carpeted, cable, dishwasher, 
covered parking, laundry. 
ABP S142.50 
477-8146 2101 Rio Grande 
LE MARQUE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
SMS, one bedroom $130, two bedrooms 
S170. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-6533 452-8006 
CentfaTProperties I nc. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus, eno'rmous one and tw? 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK js environ-mentally 
oriented and offers a creek that Winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from $125. 1507 Houston Street; 
454-6394 Central Properties inc. 451-6533 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms turn, or unturn. only 3 
min. from downtown, 5 min. from UT. 
Large walk-ins, extra 'storage, private; 
balconies, lots of glass. From $179 plus 
E. OAK KNOLL, 620 South 1st (use 
Timbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 476-
2633. Barry GilHngwater Company 
$155 ABP I 
, 1 bedrooms 
shag- paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 476-2633 
Barrv Gillingwater Company 
OWE BEDROOM STUDIO, fully 
carpeted, built-in kitchen, balcony off of 
bedroom, pool, V/% baths. Convenient to 
: campus and Highland Mall. Available 
unfurnished $150, furnished $155 bills 
paid. 701. North Loop. 454-3837, 451-6533. 
Central Properties tnc, 
STEPS TO UT. 1 & 2 bedroom efficien-
cles. Nice pool area, study room, orien­
tal furnishings. From $139 ABP. 40S East. 
3)St. 472-2147, 476-2633. Barry 
Giillngwater Company 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom 
with boiit-irts, vaulted* ceilings. Srfi'SII 
community living. 1139.50 plus electrici­
ty. 801 West Lynn. 477-8871, 476-2633. 
Barry Giillngwater Co^ 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall, & Capitol Plaza. Large 1 
- bedroom with all the extras. From 
$137.50 plus electricity. 1105 Clayton 
Lane. 453-7914, 476-2633. Barry 
Giillngwater Company 
FRIENDLY PEOPLE. Large 2-2 in 
smalf community. Just a walk to UT 
with beautiful courtyard and pool. From 
S200 ABP. 803 West 28th. 472-6480, 476-
2633. Barry Gillingwater Co. 
{EFFICIENCIES.ON SHUTTLE. S129.50 1 
includes shag, complete kitchen, 
CA/CH. Small community. 4204" 
Speedway. 452-0986, 476-2633. Barry 
Gillingwater Co. 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 & 2 
bedrooms with sh?g, Icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 476-
2633. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry Gillingwater Company. 477-
7794, 476-2633. 
si 15. SECLUDED one bedroom fur-
nisned. AC, close to campus and shuttle 
bus, small quiet apartments. Water, gas, 
cable TV paid. 609 East 4Sth,igo. HI. 452-
1435 or 451-6533. Central'Properties Inc. 
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely fur­
nished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher,. $149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit. Convenient 
and families welcome. Manager*385-2043 
after 4:00. 
NEAR HIGHLAND MALL. One and two 
bedrooms, CA/CH,-appliances, laundry, 
pool. From $119.50. 453-7034, 454-5238. 
• -r all • r I I I •! Til1' 71. 
You Belong 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect.— like,laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game" 
rooms, pools/ putting green, 
PLUS a great-restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Sbon there'll 
be a water polo pool/and hand: 
ball courts, too. 'Come join us 
nowt From $145 
444-1846 
2101 Burton Dr. 
(off East Riverside) V; 
NORTHEAST, Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kitchewns, lots of 
storage. From $125 plus electricity. 1402 
EastSt. Johns (by Reagan+tlghSchool) 
4S4-1583, 476-2633. Barry Giillngwater 
Company 
$134 ONE BEDROOM. Enfield-Baylor. 
sha 
PEACE CORPS 
~ . VISTA , ' 
Seeks maiors in many different skill 
areas to serve In all 50 states and in 69 
developing countries. To see how and 
r where your skills can be utilized contact 
former volunteer's from 9-5 Wednesday 
i through Friday in front of BEB; thq.*^. 
South Mall; and by the Math-Physics 
Bldg. Applications for June-August 
placement need to be submitted now. 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need help to 
sell flowers. Thursday through Sunday. 
Highest paid commission, lowest prices. 
Call 453-7156 or come by 4301 Guadalupe. 
SERVICE 
472-8936 30A pobie Center 
PART TIME 
Call 452-2758. 
WORK. $300/per month, 
PHOTOGRAPHIC MODELS wanted. 
Apply between 9-2. Douglass 
Photography. 1104 West 34th. 454-2979. 
displays and sells 
goods. Ne 
Mahogany paneled, balconies, g, 
pool. Sao Paulo Apts. One block from 
shuttle, 15th, Pease Park, Tavern. 476-
4999, 476-5072. - . • " 
UNF. HOUSES 
FOR Si X MONTHS. Older house, 2-1-t, 
$160/month: 3705;Werner Ave. 472-6098: 
FURN. HOUSES 
LAKE AUSTIN, quiet country living, 
winter rates, 15 minutes to cam­
pus/downtown; New 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
mobile homes. $75-$160. Rustic lake 
cabin, $70. Mack's Marina. 327-1891, 327-
UNF. DUPLEXES 
HAPPENSTANCE 
handmade creative w manage­
ment now offers display space to artists. 
Please bring a sample of your work. 2906 
San Gabriel. 10;00 to 4:30 
NEW CLUB Waitresses, bartenders, 
cashiers, and" bar boys. Call for an ap­
pointment. 459-8851 or 836-3453. 
PART fiME TRUCK stop attendant 
needed 6pm-6am Friday and Saturday 
night. 6am-6pm Saturday-Sunday. Ken 
Welch. 452-6496. 
WANTED SERVICE Attendant for local 
rent-a-car business, full-time hours. 
Must be 21 or over. Start Immediately. 
Salary $1.75. Nights-Monday, Tuesday. 
Days WTF. 478-6439. 
DAY BUSMAN/BUSWOMAN. 11-4 part-
time ahd full-time. Night Hawk Steak 
House. 452-0296. 
LANIER HIGH AREA. Two bedroom, 
CA/CH, Shag, fences. Only $140, 8804 
- Redf leld-459-8564. 1 — 
EXPERIENCEO -SALESPERSON—for-
ladies sportswear shop 20/25 hours. App­
ly in person. Crickett Shop, Highland 
- Mall. 
CHUCK CARPENTER Associates is 
now taking applications for part time 
arid full time employers. Salaries-range 
from $400-S800/monfh. 476-7757. 
DESK CLERK. 3-11 p.m. Experience 
preferred., Ramada Gondolier. See Mr. 
Boiles. 
HOUSEKEEPING, CHILDCARE. 
Three hlce children. Monday-Friday, 
8:45-5:45. $250/month. Call Ann 
Barnstone, work 476-7085; home 477-
. 6698. 
A to Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
472-0149- ... 
. Theses, Dissertations, themqp, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, resumes 
"Murfllithing,. Binding 
Everything From A to Z . 
SkCSLLENT 
SECRETARY TYPIST 
producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members in every 
field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately; observing proper forms.' 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon rib­
bon typewriter. All work proofread. 478-
0762. 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing, 442-7184. 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
your university work. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last 
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters, 
MasterCharge. BankAmerlcard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex-
perienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
ahd-undergraduate work. Choice of type 

















2200 Guadalupe, Suite 
220 
Word Processing - Student 
and Business Typing, Tax 
and Notary Services. 
T H E  C O M P L E T E  
BUSINESS ^ 
SERVICE COMPANY. 
Call 472-8417 Today! 
STARK TYPING. Experlenced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty'Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 4.53-5218. , 
DISSERTATIONS, theSes, report, and 
law briefs. Experienced t.yplst, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
W.EjST LAKE HILLS. 12 minutes from 
campus. Luxury duplex, 2/2, fireplace. 
Private patio, AC/CH, large yard 327-
2529 or 472-8936. 
ROOMMATES 
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share 2 
bedroom apartment, ER shuttle. $75. 
Call 477-4392 evenings: 
ROOMMATES WANTED to share 
beautiful house Windsor Road area. $85, 
own room. 476-1717, 475-6279 , 
COOL FEMALE needed: 2 bdrm house, 
ER shuttle, fenced yard. $57.50, Vi E. 
477-4622, Debbie. 
" NOBODY'S EVEN LOOKED. Female to 
Share townhouse, l'/j bath, three closets, 
IF shuttle. $75 ABP. 452-8285 after 7:00. 
Darned good>4«aJ«, 
ROOMMATE NEEDED 
"BARTENDER/WAITRESS to work In 
Austin's finest. Must be available after­
noons and evenings. The Draught House, 
4112 Medical Parkway. 
STEAK AND ALE needs part-time bus 
help. Oay and night shifts. Call Lee, 2 to 
4 . 453-1688. •• '" '• 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig 
Lane. 459-7205. 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional 
typing, near campus. Reports, theses, 
dissertations, resumes. Copy service 
available. 453-7577. 
TYPEWRITE SERVICE, efficient typ-
ing at reasonable rates. 926-3254. 
THESES, DISSERTATIONS, PRS 
typed. Experienced typists. Book yours 
. now! Call'476-9312 or 472-5928 after 5. 
M AND J. TYPING of theses, resumes, 
-dissettalions,.duplication, binding: open 
•everyday: 442-7008. Nof at old sddress 
Just North of 27th 
Guadalupe 
& 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
-- good grades! 
Please call before coming. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing 
65' per page. Theses 75'. Call 447-2737. 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park ; 
SERVICES a 
xerox or IBM 
4c COPIES 
Reduction Capabiirty to 24 x36 
. Pictures, Multilith, 
Printing, Binding 
MISCELLANEOUS 
SENIORS .  
DO YOU KNOW WHAT TO SAY ON AN 
INTERVIEW? V — , 
share 
POSADA DEL NORTE 
Save money. Come live with us. For the 
next-three Weeks only get your $100 gift. 
Young manager and tenants. Club room, 
volley bail court, private parties, shag 
townhouses. Shuttle bus. 
451-8155 459-9463 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock Dr. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's: One half block from shuttle 
tnd Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
townhouses, extra large, ,T)»o bedroom 
lats. on< 
.'64 VW, $300. Rebuilt engine, new 
brakes, generator, tires. Needs some 
work. Catl 478-1076. , 
fi T e and two bathsf '.CA-CH, dis 
Jwasher^dLi.P^LdQPfJo donr garbage 
pickup, podl. maid service If desired, 
washateria in complex. See owners," Apt. 
113 or calf 451-4848. 
A new concept in apartment 
community living. Five* 
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for $120 alt bills paid. 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill-
Central Properties inc. 
HIGHLAND MALL 
AREA ON « •, 
SHUTTLE 
Huge 1 I 2 Bedrooms turn, or unfurn. . 
with large walk-ins, beautiful landscap­
ing. From $154 ABP. 1100 Reinil. 452-
3202, 476-2633. Barry Gillingwater Com­
pany. 
apartment. Town Lake. $87.50 ABP.-N 
shuttle. Call Bob, 6-10 p.m., 447-2401 
MALE ROOMMATE needed: Large fur­
nished 2-2 apartment, dishwasher, 
CA/CH, carpeted, jBSrw electrlclty. 477-
2316. 
IN NY'S A professionaT interviewer tells all...My guide tells 
G you what questions to expect and how you will be 
SERVITF evaluated during your interview. Send $2.00 to: j R 
P Enterprises, P.O. Box 4015, Richardson, Texas 
75080. ' " - '• . 
NO LEASE one and two bedrooms. Fur-
-hlshed and unfurnished. $129. and up. 
5606 Roosevelt. 454-9848. 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $139 ABP. 1211 West 8th 
(Off Blanco) 474-1107, 476-2633 Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 
FEMALE 25 roommate for 2 bedroom 
Houser$80." K«hy472-789nworlO: ~ ^ 
FEMALE TO SHARE bedroom in large 
2/2 apartment. $65 ABP. Walk to cam- > 
pus. 478-8027, 478-8067. 
Piedra del Sol. 5403 Jiff Davis (Burnet 
and N. boop). Furnished or unfurnished. 
Pool, cable TV, dishwasher, disposal, 
shag carpet. You'll like if I Call Roger 
Hoh (U.T. student) at 453-2201. 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
students Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
WALK TO CAMPUS; huge efficiencies 
$125 plus electric, ca/ch, adequate park­
ing, nicely furnished. Barranca Square, 





Open 75 hours a week 
COPY SHOP II 
RBC/Bond Paper Super 
r Copies —__ 
FURN. APARTS. 
UT MARRIED 
CLEAN, COMFORTABLE room with 
weekly maid service, linens furnished,-
kitchen prtveledges, $50 monthly. 1700: 
[off East 19th). Mrs. Rollins Salina ( I i . .2200 
HARMON KAROON Citation II. 60 rms 
per chswnet: Oy«ee priawi#. $120. 451--




4. Goodyear ASt»e| radiais. 
G78-14. $200 or best offer. 
GljBSQN LES PAUL .custom with case, 
brand new, must sell. Caii 477-3828. 1 .. / ' 
•l1964 OUDS F-85. available tor parts, 
Kavtnging, battery, p.s., ac. engine, 
etc. Call 451-1585 evenlngt-weekends for 
more information. 
lies, 3 months, will bargain.»tW44. 
5»H4 CHRYSLER Newport. Dependable 
fc economlcai. si90. call 478-3910 ask tor 
• Martin. " 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E. WoodMfard Office 107 
- • 4*77555 . 
j..:. 1.2, or 3 bedrooms 
unfurnished or furnished * 
From $140 - $265 
2 swimming pools, playgrounds, 
wfashaieria, Itghted grounds. 5 minutes 
fo UT, minutes to B.A.F.8, steps from 




funs on various voltages and batteryj 
' Smith Corona Etectre SS, C*n be usecf' 
'•nywhare. 441-0330. • 
rftTsH^SETTER. registered. $85 for 
- female. SlOOfoKmale. Call 442-1090 after 
Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse in 
a, convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn 
>* vaulted ceilings; orange shag, fenced 
-yard, large «*lk ins-6413B Auburn 926r 
6614, 476-2633. Barry Gillingwater Com-
^arty . 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam ceil­
ing, shag carpet throughotrt, all built-in • 
kitchen, color coofaiw»faTCA7CH;-pooi, 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. $134.50 
bills paid. 452-5533, 451-6533. jCentraf 
Properties Inc. : 
EFFICIENCIES. $115 plus electricity--
pool. AC, carpet, paneling, no pets. Hunf 
tlngton Villa. 46m and Ave. A, 454-890#. 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near cam- -
pus, shopping center, and shuttle bu$, 
AH bifts paM. For mere Information, call 
454-9475, 
NEW THIS WEEKt Ponce de Leon tu, 
- Shd and Sah Gabriel. Extra large two 
bedroom, two bath apartments ABP. 
•Most outstanding apartments in the un­
iversity area! Call Rod Wefsel at 472-
•941 or 472-8253.' 
COLORFUL. MINf apartments on »hut-
tie. Two locations, two designs. 31th and 
Speedway area. Convenient to downtown 
and city bus. From $119-$124 plus elec­
tricity. Barry Gillingwater Coi 
454-8576, 472-4162, 476-2633. 
ompany. 
WEST 31st STREET. Very close. Semi-' 
private bath, kitchen priveleges. $75. 
477-6698. 
PRIVATE ROOM for Men. Kitchen and 
bath privileges. Close1 to campus. Call 
452-2361 daytime: 472-2789 after 7:30. Ask 
for Bobbie. 
"FEMALE VACANCY In friendly co-op 
house. Double, room and board. 2510 Rio 
Grande. 474:2247. 
SANTA ELAINA HOUSE. 2411 Rio 
Grande-Kitchen, CA/CH, maid service/ 





" Save Time • Save Money 
Next to Gourmel on the Drag 
"THE BUG-INN Volkswagen Shop has/' GatewaV . 
--movedr New-location, 1024Airport-Blvf*-'-— 
Guaranteed repairs. 385-9102. 
PERSONAL COUNSELORy all 
problems. International autlwrlty of 
.^parapsychology and EVP from—Trailer Park-
Switzerland. Confidential appointment 
- 258-5316 
STUDENT APARTMENTS 
Apply now for summer '74 and fall '74 
Gatevgay-Cqlorado-Brackenridge-Deep Eddy-Trailer 
Park •• • mii, 
FEW UNITS AVAILABLE NOW 
1 Bedroom furnished 
Colorado v.. 
Brackenridge 
2 Bedroom unfurnrshecT 
, 3 Bedroom unfurnished 





8149.50 ALC BH,L8 PAlO.-.l badroawv-
furpished. CA/CM, bultt-W kitchen, near 
npus. -4307 Avenu* A. 4S1-6iU3, 451* 
* . Central Propertlas tnc- i . 
" TANGLE WOOD 
WEST • 
1H7 OATSUN 
,-itwo tops, new carfefc brakes. 
^Just inspected »77J 4SHI04. 
' ttUNG BOOTr^ii^irvitaue Hiker 
to* ua, i*tt m. 447-» 
1 Br. Furn. $145 
2 Br, Furn. $190 • 
ijlier; Carpet 
-7; "s,w,,tral Air A Heat -^* 
.... C ' 1403 Norwalk 
••t Dlf -—SHUTTLE BUS CORNEA 
, C 472-H14 ' 
SIX BLOCKS from taw .School;'2 block* 
shuttle One bedroom $135. AC, 
carpet, dls*iwasher,.,dlipo*al, <ralk-?n 
closets ttnd and Interregional. 472-3995: i 
MiNt APARTMfewTS, alto one end two 
bedrooms. Close to . campus. Fully 
pooTall built-in Kitchen. From 4-119 i 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 472-
; .. .. --- r j 
MONTAGE APARTMENTS have one -
bedroom apartments near campus on: 
shuttle with Independent AC. $136.50.!. 
2|12 Rio Grande 477-2977. 
.LEASE NOW and get one month free -
(•ent. Furnished or unfurnished 1=; 
bedroom S130 and up, 2 bedroom, 2 bath -
$170 and up. 2 locations, shuttle bus," 
pool,-shag carpet, cable TV, Riverside 
Area. Call 385-4500, 441-0014. 
REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES. Near;' 
campus and shuttle, Shag, full kitchen, 
. small community-living.. S145 ABP, 403 
West 38th. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
472-4162. 
f 
ROOM & BOARD 
i OOBlEf Male or Female needed to sub-
lease '•'» or double room, maid. 478-7534; 'if; 
4* copies* 
•PRESS ON 
jdoust TEXAS UNION available for si 
8005 Or 477-886! 
taring. $119 monthly, 472- , 
Apply: Housing and Food Service Office-
Kinsolving Dormitory - 26th St. entrance -
P.O. Box 7666 ' . Austin, 78712* 
- Telephone: 471-3136 -
COPY CENTER 
NEW GUILD CO-OP. 510 West 23rd. 472-
:3)352L opening in fem«Ie doubtr.-
. Applications, taken til AAarch 4, •% a.m. - 5 p.m. AA-F 
•JjiQ 
BEDROOM $1)9. Near campus and ; 
shuttle, convenient to downtown. New 
furniture, pool: 407 West 3»th. Berry*-;?.-
Giillngwater Company. 472-4162. 
$65/PERSON. -UT Area. 2'bedroom, 2:iW; 
bath. CA/CH, laundry, pool, all utilities. ; ' 
477-2600, 476-9413 
TUTORING 








" MUltillth ' " -
light every day, 
trar 
DON'T SWEAT IT 
We Can Help You Find The ^ 
Right Apartment. Where you want 
A»TRONOMY, PHY5ICS, Math ttitoi" 
:lng. Experienced tdtor, Master's; 
• Degree. Semester rat*s syailabie. .Calf; 
•Martin 441-6141,-; " "" 
and at the right price! Our seryicf, 
is free, vve're wait!ng for your 
BED!>!(i§M' ap«rtment, River 
. . $160, will negotiate. Move 
anyflme, Please ceil 441-2H1, 444 381 
'PROBLEM• 
. • . . AwtW 'Maternity '• CouMlilng '-SerVlW1'-;^™,,,™ 
T u Toft 
French: Yale English malor: Phi- Bet#."-';; 
M y r t l e  W i l l i a m  
r,.-,- . li  e  a; • 
In <appaJt96£35pecTal Inlerest In wriflno. uffTKui, Mini i- s "f' 
I. ' ;• poetry, prose John, . * be,n business tor* 
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"i 472-7201 
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PSS 
»®iS§ 
Students for a Liberated 
University (SLU) will sponsor 
a rally from noon to 2 p.m. on 
the Main Mall Wednesday to 
show'a federal investigative 
team an campus they are con-
"cerned about the University's 
^alleged discrimination 
^problems. 
City Councilman Jeff Pried-
:pj§man and Houston Reps. Ben 
Reyes and Craig Washington 
%'Vare expected to attend the ral-
' SLU is a liaison group of 
!" chicanos, blacks and 
^—American Indian students, f 
Minorities Plan Main Mall Rally 
their first or second semestei^H Life Insurance Association^ 
Any student who Iws not" Texas Legal Reserve Officials 
received an invitation and has 
the eligibility should 
telephone 471-1133toJhave bef 




• Alpha Lambda Delta, 
scholastic honorary society 
School Boards 
" the Austin School Bfilrd 
Will meet' at 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday at Johnston High 
School, 1112 Arthur Stiles 
Road, to answer questions 
about the future of the school. 
Parents and an activist 
youth group, the Brown 
Berets, are scheduled to 
speak. 
Trustee Gus Garcia says "a 
lot of things are happening^ at 
the predominantly 
~ atsoclate protestor of afchl»»ctyrt; 
: .'speak- on what .U happening «• 
vlronmehtally 
Welter Creek- ' 
MCNTAI RATTRNNTMBWNMNTOJKTWM 
at 7:30 p.m. Wedrwsday lri 
Union Building 330 
III AUSTIN TOMORROW 
NaGHaoMHiaoo motmo (or Zone?; 1 
to 10 p.m. Wednesday will be heW In 
r>~ „„ j es,the Union Junior Ballroom. Texas — Present and Future THUMOOD MAISHAU KOAI soon* wm 
at 10 a.m. in Business-- meet at 7.30 p.m. Wednesday in 
iec">; Townes Hall 10». All black prelaw Economics Building 166. students are Invited. 
A panel discussion oin •H**'---v'Wtiv«iBiTv ANTHHOMIOOY socnrv win 
jjn.dc career opporturife 
for anyone interested.wiu .be . Krol.l on recwt excavation* in the 
held from 2 to 4 p.m. in Union Athenian Agora. " 
Building 317. 
5*r tva Wm-wmk ii *  •  •  • -  ,  • —  
- VQA aiM StateLobby Cbhi- ^fend the extensive highway^ Lynn Cauley, chairperson « 
Association and the College # 
Business Administration. 
Joe Christie, chairman of 
the State Board of Insurance, 
will deliver a one-hour lecture 
on "The Insurance Industry in 
By JEFF FRANKS 
Two Student Government mittees of Student Govern*' system that we already have^fthe State Lobby Committed 
committees will hand out ^^nent are trying to get the new " —1—1—" '"U1" 
leaflets along the West Mall ^constitution written so that 
this week to drum up support ,, money from the highway fund 
for a joint lobby effort aimedy, can be used to build mass, 
at breaking up the State transit systems throughout 
Highway Fund. the,state. 
The Environmental Protec 
it seems logical jto mfe-that said the lqbby group is offer-, -ty 
funds should be used for the ing the convention twjfc 
development of a mass transit ; proposals. , €. 
system statewideu(;Bfcveriy "One option is to split ttie 
Hammond, subchalrperson of ir-fund three ways with the 
the State Lobby Committeei ^highway department getting ® i SUNG, % wv gui v tAiwwjf;; vuiiiiiiuie^^Mj^W<vucpttiM icuw
'In view of the energy erisii f'said Tuesday in a , prepared ?third, the school fund getting a 
• '^statement. Long-range planr,' Hhird and a thirtTgoingtowarti 
exam Date 56i "i: 
By Civil Service SB 
ing is imperative if the 
ransportation needs for 
iiture generations are to be 
Onion Eiectric Co. and the city oi st. -j£ The Federal Service Entrance Examination. (FSEE) will 
(MVIKONMCNTAL WOTFCTION MMMCV, 
^ ti lb lfectrlc . ndt eClty tSt.... 
Candidate Forum ^V ^ *?iven at 1 P-m- March 9 in Geology Building 100 for 
* tnmm win h» hold at riruwi-:W^ w«ii>esday in Engineeringiscience -students interested in careers in the federal government. A ionim WU1 oe ne>U AI noon • Bu(|dlno ^02 Thl> IO.mlnut» rnlnr '-n IW. 1 ir ,L_ • .1 
Monday for the School of 
il i g 402. e 10- lnute color ;< 
film examines how St. Louisa The minimum requirement for. applicants is completion of 
"Bachelor's degree work within-nine months, or equivalentex-
«met. 
Presently, one-fourth' of the? 
^ 4fund goes to the Available 
^%chool Fund and the other 
three-fourths toward highway^ 
f^constructioh and mainte-
f inance. License plate sales and 
hold an orientation meeting at 
4 p.m. Wednesday in Batts 
Hall Auditorium. 
Invitations have been issued 
to students with a grade point 
average of 3.50 or above for 
Bizarre Effect v 
Of Pill Found 
In British Study 
JBy Zodiac News Service 
" "A British doctor reports 
that women who take birth 
control pills and then stop tak­
ing them to become pregnant 
; might be more likely to give 
: birth to a daughter than to a 
< son.' 
Dr. Selwyn Craw ford, 
writing in the British medical 
journal, Lancet, said that he 
has noticed a bizarre correla­
tion between "the pill" and 
the sex of babies born later. 
Crawford said he studied a 
total of 92 babies that had 
been born underweight and 
separated them into two 
groups, one whose mothers' 
had taken the pill, and the 
. other whose mothers had 
never used pills. 
Crawford found that 60 per­
cent of the babies in the "non-
pill" group were girls, com­
pared to an astounding figure 
of 80 percent girls in the pill 
. group. The doctor said the 
numbers he was working with 
were small, and he has begun 
a study of 1,000 mothers to see 
if the pills really do effect the 
° sex of a child. r 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Suzuki 120. Dependable. $230. 327-2172. . 
Moving? Help: $10 a trucKload. 258-1891 
Cameras-30%»50%off(new) 478-5187.~r-
=BJ 
school since last week's re­
quest for transfer by Johnston 
Principal .JLeroy 
Fenstemakeri|i^ \ 
V." Parent Training T • 
' Dr. Thomas Gordon, author 
of the book and course, 
''Parent Effectiveness 
Training," will speak at 8 
p.m. Thursday in the Union 
Main Ballroom. 
Tickets will be available at 
the door for $2. 
Effectiveness Training 
Association of Austin invited 
Gordon to Austin to speak. 
Auditions Set 
Actors, actresses, dancers, 
acrobats and musicians are 
needed for two one-act plays a 
sponsored by Student * 
Government's Women's Af- • 
fairs Committee. 
Persons interested in <; 
' auditioning may go by Union -
Building 329 from 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. either Wednesday or Fri­
day, or Union Building 330 
from 9:30 p.m. to midnight 
Thursday. 
The plays, written by -
members of the^ustin 
Women's Theater Group, arb 
expected to show April4S, to 
and 21. 
Committee members will 
be selling advance tickets. 
Insurance Day 
Insurance. Day is Wednes- N, 
day, and campus events will • 
be sponsored by the Universi- _ 
ty Insurance Society, Texas 
iiffsiesMrdai 
munication Building A 3.124. 
The forum will.be sponsored . 
by the Communication Stu-
dentCouncil. 
Dick Jefferspn, 'vice-
president of the council, said 
purpose of the forum is to "in­
crease communication within : 
the school." He said each can- • 
didate would be allowed 10 ; 
minutes to state his platform. 
The four candidates for the 
School of Communication's i: 
two senatorial seats are 
Burke Armstrong and Robert -
Napier, Place 1 and. Shelley 
Fran and Jerry T. Presley, 
Place 2.- ' , 
ANNOUNCCMENTI 
HOUOWAV AWARD for Excellence In : 
........ Teaching In Humanities, Natural 
Sciences, Social and Behavioral 
, Sciences and the Division of General 
~ and Comparatlve Studles Is accep-
ting nominations of teachers as can­
didates. All students are Invited to ; 
, .' pick up recommendation sheets and 
submit their nominations to the 
> Hoiloway Award Committee before ? 
March 8 in West Mall Office Building 
- — 101. 
RESULTS or nACXMlNT TISTS taken Jin. 7 
to 1) and petitions for credit by ex-
aminatlon will be available 11 a.m.. 
to 3 p.m. Wednesday through Friday • 
In the Academic Center lobby. 
. Freshmen who entered in January 
: should pick up results of credit earn-: 
ed with CEEB Achievement Tests, •: 
V Results and petitions will not be 
\ mailed as announced earlier. >« 
MIRTINOS % 
ALPHA EKllON DCLTA, premedlcal and 
predental students society, will meet 
at 8 p.m. Thursday In Business-
Economics Building 155. Jack. 
ShInkle, Student Health Center 
technical staff assistant, will speak 
5 on "Physician's Assistant as a 
.." Career." • 
COUnKlM will meet at 9 p.m. Wednes-
<Smf '1n the Alumni Center to. hear 
DBv^on McAllister speak oh "Solu­
tion to TVs Mind Pollution." 
i CAM wIII njeet at 5 ;30 p,m. 
Wednesday In Kirby Hall, 306 W. 
'29th St. the Waller Creek chapter 
will hear Sinclair Black, University 
public. •. 
fXTRAOAUCTK ASTRONOMY SRMINARS at >'-f, 
•31 2 p.m. Wednesday will feature Drs. " 1 
0>. Arnett, associate professor of 
•. astronomy and physics, and 
Beatrice Tlnsley, associate 
, professor of astronomy, in a debate 
on King's provocative Review arti­
cle on "Stellar Populations In Galax-
les"—Part II. 
J9fr$ics couoquiUM wiii feature Dr. 
.. -.  B r u c e  U l r l c h ,  a s s o c i a t e  p r o f e s s o r  o f .  
• <: astronomy and physics. He will, 
speak on "Josephson Junction 
•* Dynamics" at 4 p.m. Wednesday in • 
"Robert Lee Moore Hall 4.102. 
UNION ACAOCMIC AffAIRS COMMITTtR will ' 
- , sponsor a sandwich seminar at noon 
Wednesday in Union Building 104 
Terry Shlrkey, from The Spoke bicy­
cle shop, will speak on "Buying and 
:s:<s Maintaining a Bike" from the "Con-
sumer Protection Series." 
UNION IORAS AND ISSUB COMMITTER Will 
sponsor a sandwich seminar at noon 
. ... Wednesday In Union Building 304-$ 
. Or, Alan Ross, associate professor 
':•> of Slavic languages, will speak on :-'i- • "Obstacles to a Good Education at 
UT " i 
UNION ARTS AND THEATER COMMITTER will 
. sponsor a film at 7 and 9 15 pm 
Wednesday In the Union. Building 
Theater. Tickets to "An American in 
Paris," starring Gene Kelly and 
Leslie Caron, will be $1 for students, 
faculty and staff and $1.50 for 
members 
UNIVERSITY OMBUDSMAN applications for 
1974-75 are being accepted In the Of-
— -fice^ofrthe- Vice-President for Stu­
dent Affairs If you have at least 
senior hours, have ah interest In.. 
problem solving and administrative' 
procedure and would like to apply, 
u stop by Main Quildlng 121 or call 471-
1133. Deadline for applications is 
March 8. 
Two representatives from the U.S. Civil Service will be in 
Austin March 6 to conduct information sessions about the 
exam for any interested students, Frank Campbell, student 
development specialist for the Student Financial Aids Of­
fice, said Tuesday. Job opportunities and requirements also 
will be discussed. 
' The FSEE tests vocabulary, reading comprehension, 
English usage and quantitative reasoning. The test does not 
relate specifically to the duties of any one job. Applicants 
will be considered for jobs ranging from criminal in­
vestigator to oreanographer 
Students are asked to sign up at the Student Financial Aids 
Office, 2608 Whitis Ave. For more information contact Mrs. 
Lillie Waters, the local representative for Civil Service at 
397-5380. The examination is given free of charge. 
^nass transit," Cauley said. 
€|'JMore.,realisticalIy1 the se» * 
JBotfd option gives a third to ' 
education and leaves the rest 
rt>f fhe Tund open so~ the 
Legislature can appropriate 
money to mass transit 
systems and to the highway.^ 
department." 
Further information £an bfe -
^721, revenufe source, and the Government office, 471-, 
current highway fund calls for mer at the group's West Mall 
a budget of $6&0 million. booth..'' " ' 










Academic Affairs Committee^WY ^.'4. 
presents.. wWsi'' 
Buying and Maintaining a 
Bike 3891 
wilhit 
n.t i<'' *^ j,t*j 1 
Terry Shirkey from The Spoke 
Wed , Feb. 27 liSSmiSS Union 104 
12 noon Sandwich Seminar 
Second |leye|. Doble NVall 2L)sf& Guodci'j^e ^ 
free, perking in the rear 
*4 
$1.50 ADMISSION 
SHEIK 6:45-10:15 VITEUONI 8:20 
Si® M ELUNI 
• 
m¥§ 
s Musical Events Committed 




$2.00 UT Studenfl 
$2.50 General Public 
A "Walcoma to Austin" Concert | 
Three afghan male pups. 836-4128. 
NROTC uniform shoes 9!6c 472-1570 
Dick Price Stu. Sen. at Large GE PL 2 
Twin bed S12.50 after 5 477-4805. 
Dbl bed bookcase headboard 453'2104 -
Wanted: a good canoe. 928-0438.,-
2 Pioneer speakers 5150 new. 442-8836. 
Stereo wholesalers! 441-4110, after 4 
Maranti, Pioneer, 25% off. 441-4110, 
JOB WANTED 
MOVING? AAy pickup makes the going 
easier. One truckload: S12. Two loads: 
$20. 258-1891. 
LOST & FOUND 
L O S T  L A R G E  B L A C K / B r o w n  
Shepherd-Collie mix. Very friendly. 
Answers to Bruso. Please return. 454-
9020. . - , '. 
GONDOLA HOUSE RESTAURANT 
Fqrmaj of* casual, either way, enter our 
candlelit atmosphere with a loaf of bread, jug 
of wine - and * your favorite Italian songs. 
How 'bout a free wine cooler? 
With coupon. 




RARE FILMS SYJ~HB . ' GREAT ITALIAN DIRECTOR " 
"THE WHITE SHEIK" "THIS LIVELY SOCIAL COMEDY ..IS PERHAPS THE FRESHEST AND THE MOST TEN PER AND NATUBJLISTIC OF HIS FILMS. " 
KISS KISS BANG BANG 
"j VITELLONF' "BEFORE THE APPEARANCE OF Mf'A'. I VITELLONI HAS OFTEN BEEN REGARDED AS HIS (FELLINVS) MOST SUCCESSFUL FILM AND SO IT IS?% ~ 
P E T E R  H A R C O U R T  - F I L M  
< , QUARTERLY 
BUCK ROGERS POSTPONED , 
V-frA, 
r 
$100. REWARD -"escape Vfelonip- no 
questions. Camera, accessories, and 
coat. Lost Saturday night Law School 
parking lot. Call 447-1815. 
* • 
INTERESTED IN — 
NO-FRILLS LOW-COST 
JET TRAVEL 
to Europe, the Middle East, the Far 
East, Africa, or practically anywhere? 
EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS can helpyou -
flnd the least expensive way for getting 
where you want to go. Phone us toll-free^ 
at'(800 ) 223-5569. 
CONSIDERATE MALE photojourhatist 
needs female companion to assist driv­
ing and travel through Fla., Gra., N.C., 
Tenn., Ala.; Miss., and Texas. Sincere' 
replys: P.O. Box 12631, Austin, Texas 
78711. Neat Opportunity! 
WESTERN SALOON - DANCE HALL 
TONIGHT 
Asleep At The Wheel 
Premiere Austin Club Performance 
Free Beer 7-9 
Beer — Wine — Set ups 
7th & Red 
Free Parking 
River 
| rkin  <' > 
472-0418 
Fqr Reservation*;' 
THIS WEEK ONLY I 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zuni Indian 
jewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
46)2 South Congress 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. . ''' •' 
FUN LOVING young man bager for 
friendship with coed with similar In­
terests. Write to B.I., P.O. Box 571, San 
Marcos, Texas 78666. 
Feeling Training Center, P.O. Box 303, 
Wimberley, Texas 78676. >12-847-2410 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
-and -advaneedr-Pfcw ThOmasonr-478 
2079. * " -
LEA-RN TO SAIL 
THIS SPRING VACATION 
Intensive course, Apr. l-S.Sajling.every-
: day oh 46 ft sloop, overnight graduation 
cruise- ONLY $75/persop. VIKING,.Box 
42F, Port Aransas, Texas 78373 
1 , • 512-749-S?60^Ji#,^^;' 
Guadalupe Canoe Livery. 
Rental, sates • Canoes & 
Kayaks. We plan float trips on 
any river In Texas. Go miles -
_Upper Guadalupe mapped for 
float trlpvup to 4 days. For in­
formation, call 885-4671 or 
write' Box 8, Spring Branch, 
TX. 78070 
in'-i , 





SPECIAL ACADEMY AWARD 
in 1928 Tor writing 
* V ^ ,L„ C U t 
•a tc t ing  in ,  d i rec t ing  
 ̂ producing THEClHCbs? 
3 - '  
written, directed and scored by Charles Chaplin 
14-e 
A Vintage Chaplin Short 
THE IMMIGRANT ' 
Adnnission: $1.50 Students 
Faculty and Staff 
$2 General Admission 
-Ms# 
JesterAuditoriunv si 
Starrina Kathryn Grayson 
Howard Keel Ava Gardne 
Agnos^Moorehead 
Produced by George Sidney 
ind (RE6UIARLY 45«) Music by Jerome Kern a  
Hammersfein II, SKYDiVE L> 
UNION THEATRE 
Eqtfr Fofl»um ?' 
Jl.OO U.Tr Students $1.50 Motnlwrs 
Aujtln Parachute Center 
For information Pleas,« call 
272-571 ranytlmi5  ̂ 4 S«rv4M af tA>0«pC 
•Wednesday, February 2  ̂1974 THE DAIL1} TEXAN ̂ Page 11 
7 P.M: 
>2^ s Arts and Theatre Committee; "^ 'jlftQM JWusicals Swiss Tonight! 
AN AMERICAN IN PARIS 
Winner of 7 Academy Awards including best picture 
r .v. Starring Gene Kelly Letlie: Caron 
.. f— - Arthur Levant \ — — • _ 
II Produced by Arthur Freed 
directed by Vincente MinneHi 
Music and Lyrics by George and Ira Gershwin 
¥ , r  $:15 P.M; Ytyh&ri 
SHOWBOAT. 
issin 
WASHINGTON'^ AP) •••^ti^lijpeeial indicated that be did not want to proceed ^evidence against the President exists, 
prosecutor'sstaff has decided that any ac- in that way," Nixon said. — ... %i Authorities on constitutional law differ 
ROW List 
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP)- Secretary*)] 
State Henry A Kissinger arrived here 
Tuesday night hopeful of getting a list of 
Israeli war prisoners and generating 
movement toward Syrian-Israeli , tepop,, 
disengagement., 
Syria's foreign ^ilruhister, Abdul If&iuu 
Khaddam, welcomed Kissinger at the air­
port; and they headed for President Hafez 
Assad's palace for their first working ties* 
aion, 
Kissinger made optimistic comment on 
the POW issue following friendly dis-
: cussions with British leaders in London. 
Israel hasu demanded a list of the 100 
POWs held in Syria as a precondition to 
the Golan Heights — the goal of 
Kissinger's Middle East peace mission. , 
Few details emerged from Kissinger's 
talks with Prime Minister Edward Heath, 
Foreign Secretary Sir Alec Douglas-Home 
and Energy Secretary Lord Carrington 
during his stopover in London. However, 
Kissinger indicated he had some advance 
notice that Syria may be ready to meet 
Israel's demand for the list of Israeli. 
prisoners. ?y 
Kissinger's talks with the British 
leaders covered the energy crisis, the Mid: 
jdle East situation and U.S.-Soviet talks on 
strategic arms limitation. He met with 
Heath for two hours with emphasis on the 
medium- and long-range future in the 
engj-gy crisis. v < 
Israel has1 s£id it Is prepared to 
withdraw from the 3QD square miles of 
Syrian territory she captured in the Oc­
tober war. But there was no indication 
from Jerusalem that Israel was prepared 
to meet Syria's demand that she pledge 
withdrawal from the Golan Heights 
territory she captured in 1967. 
Kissinger's schedule calls for him to go 
to Israel Wednesday and Cairo Thursday 
tion involving alleged presidential involve­
ment in the Watergate scandal should be 
up to the House impeachment inquiry 
rather than a grand jury^ it was learned 
Tuesday-f| 
That d<Mon, rea&^f fte~r minthS of 
study and debate, was disclosed after 
^C'Tb. apparent rijiaon. the .purees adde<ff? It understood that the prevailing 
J gr 0 J ry req o was that special prosecutor Leon Jaworski view within the prosecutor's office was 
finally had concluded that the proper somewhere in between: that there is no 
forum, for evidence pectainingdkectLy to constitutional bar to indicting a President,' 
.the President was the House Judiciary but that, as a practical matter, the best 
Committee rather than a grand jury. The course to follow would be to refer the 
Sources close *to the" investigation' on Whether a President can be indicted 
the request for presidential testimony was and, if indicted, can be brought to trial, 
made at the insistence of the grand jurors >t Some say he must first be removed from 
and that unless they continue to insist, no " office by impeachment and conviction in 
•effort will be made to force Nixon to the Senate. Others claim he could be in-
testify. Hi fifdicted, tried andconvicteti while in office. 
' " ' " " ' " 
testimony 
-••i'-'I did offer, of course, to respond to any 
interrogatories that ^he special prosecutor 
might want to submit or to meet with him 
tx  wm 
By The Associated Press 
month fuel crunch Tuesday had more bad 
news ahead of them: , price hikes within 
the next few days. 
Mandatory gasoline rationing took 
effect in New York and Delaware, and 
Rhode Island announced, a voluntary odd-
even distribution system win begin Fri­
day; apd coal mines in Virginia and West 
Virginia closed because workers couldn't 
'get gasoline to commute! ' 
The National Petrol 
predicted the nation will have to institute 
Independent service stations — those 
i&oU'rists struggling withthe end-of-the^ r leum 6oundf^Htt)t directly owned byjthe major oil com­
panies — got permismn from the Federal 
some form of mandatory gasoline ration­
ing unless federal allocation measures 
prove more effective. 
The mandatory rationing that went into, 
effect in New York seemed to help cut the 
lines that had persisted during a voluntary 
sales distribution program introduced 
Feb. lt; ̂  
v> K J J '  
- "• • •—UH TiliphiH ^ ~ , » * Ring tot o uay 
s As his grandfather before him, Ead> PoiteventJr. reigns as Rex, King of the 
Mardi Gras parade, in New Orleans. More than a million persons taw the 
• 20-block long spectacle, a yearly prelude to Lent. 
v • . •. \ " 
Regains Position 
int 
By DIANA ADAMS «• 
Texan Staff Writer 
' A eteretary in the Texas State Depart? 
mentdr Health who Was dismissed Friday 
when she objected to excessive cigarette 
and cigar smoking in her office area was 
reinstated Tuesday with assurances the 
department will take no retaliatory 
measures. * 
Ms. Nancy K. Schaut, secretary to the 
' director of the Certification and Consulta­
tion Division, was reinstated without a 
dock in pay by State Health Commissioner 
James E. Peavy. ~ 
.. Peavy promised Ms. Schaut would suf­
fer no harassment by anyone because of 
her action and that no mention of the inci< 
dent would appear in her personnel file in 
th'e department. 
He also said Ms. Schaut would be 
transferred to another department if she 
wanted to change job locale. 
The controversy began Friday afternoon 
when Ms. Schaut complained about the 
cigarette and cigar smoke in the office to 
her supervisor, Jess J. Brown, acting 
. director of the certification division. 
Ms. Schaut said Brown told her she 
would have to resign or be fired from her 
job. 
"I was told by my boss that I was being 
fired because I had put my boss in the 
position of having to fire the smokers or 
- terminate me, Since I had been complain­
ing about the smoke during the five 
months I had had my job," said Ms. 
Schaut. * • "" 
Hal Nelsori^Tiealth department attorney, 
said Tuesday the dismissal was rescinded 
by Peavy on Friday but that Ms. Schaut 
could not be reached to notify her of the 
rescission of the dismissal. 
Ms. Schaut and her lawyer, Merrell 
Frazer Jr., then called a press conference 
Saturday in which Frazer read a prepared 
statement requesting' Ms. Schaut's 
reinstatement. 
' Negotiations between Frazer and health 
department officials lasted for more than 
—un T«i*pho»* 
Nancy Schaut 
an hour Tuesday, after which it was an­
nounced that Ms. Schaut would return to 
work that afternoon. 
Health department officials announced 
Ms. Schaut's desk, which had been sitting 
in front of an air conditioning exhaust 
vent; would be moved away from the vent 
opening. » 
Officials also announced health depart­
ment engineers will conduct a survey of 
the building's air conditioning system to 
determine if defects exist. 
"If such defects do exist, we will require 
the building's owner to repair the 
system,-'' department spokesman saidr— 
Nelson said the department is not con­
sidering banning smoking, although the 
agency conducts numerous antismoking 
campaigns. 
Ms. Schaut expressed hope that the inci­
dent would encourage others who are dis­
comforted by smoke to object to it. 
"I hope that people who before had been 
suppressed and perhaps afraid to com­
plain will be freer to do so," she said. 
Ms, Schaut's lawyer indicated that the 
incident had already caused some 
response by a nonsmoker. 
Frazer said he had been approached 
Tuesday afternoon by a federal employe 
who was interested in filing a complaint in 
federal court ̂ concerning the hazardous 
health situation caused by sipoke in the 
employe's office.. 
"I will be filing a complaint for this 
employe within the next day or so, just as 
soon as I can adequately brief this case," 
Frazer said; -
HOUSTON (UPIj—A policeman kicked in the bathroom door of a tavern Tues-
day and shot to death a longhaired undercover narcotics officer who was holding a 
- gun on two motorcycle gang members. 
Neither officer said a word before the shooting, according to L.O. Martin, dis­
trict fire chief, who witnessed the shooting. 
Rodney Scott Morgan, 27, died from a single gunshot fired by patrolmen Glen E. 
Thyssen, 26, at the Up Front Lounge. 
The undercover agent was wearing jeans and an embroidered denim jacket 
when he was Shot. -
"Thyssen kicked open the door to the men's room," Martin said. "A man with a 
gun in his hand spun around. Thyssen took one step back and fired once, hitting the 
man in the chest. He dropped dead." 
The slain deputy's partner, F.G. Dodd, tried vainly to stop the shooting, accor­
ding to Martin. 
"We're police," Martin quoted Dodd. 
. Thyssen relied "Goddamn it, why didn't you say so?" 
Morgan and Dodd, working as an undercover team under the Federal Drug En­
forcement Administration, had gone to the lounge together and Morgan went 
alone to the men's room. 
Dodd heard the noise Of the scuffling in the room and burst in to find Morgan 
down on the floor and two men slashing him on the face with knives. He fired a 
= shot into the ceiling forcing the two men to put their hands against the wall as 
Morgan got up. 
It was Dodd's warning shot that resulted in the routine call to police for an am­
bulance and a squad car. Thyssen and Dodd reached the scene about the same 
time. 
"It is an unfortunate situation, but it's the risk inVolved when you have people 
working undercover," said Sheriff Jack Heard. 
: "City and county undercover officers coordinate their activities, but there's no 
coordination between undercover and uniformed officers. Unfortunately, a un-
i f o r m e d  o f f i c e r  e n t e r e d  t h i s  s i t u a t i o n . "  — r — —  
Morgan had been with the sheriff's department about five years and had been in 
the narcotics section for the past two. 
Army Units Capture 
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia (AP) —Jiebel army units 
took over Ethiopia's second-largest city Tuesday to 
backdemands-formore payrunofficialsources said. 
There were reports that the uprising in Asmara, a 
city of 250,000 about 450 miles north of Addis Ababa, 
had also spread 90 miles northeast to the Red Sea port 
of Massawa. 
RepublicanLeaderHu^h 
President's remarks at Monday night's 
ference stressed that "the problem remains." 
"The greatest problem is to get more gasoline to the 
people and end the gas lines,"" Scott said. "I think it is 
still serious." 
—Unconfirmed reports said asmany as 10,000 soldiers—Grocery Prices Increase Again 
were involved in the bloodless mutiny at Asmara. 
The reports said the biggest garrison of Ethiopia's 
four-division 45,000 man army had rebelled, but there 
was no official confirmation from Addis .Ababa, the 
largest city and Ethiopian capital. 
Stock Market Climbs Upward 
NEW YORK (AP) — The stock market, picking up 
momentum as the session progressed, scored a sub­
stantial gain Tuesday. -
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials rose 8.13 to 
859.51, its highest close since Jan. 30. The widely 
followed indicator had been down more than 2 points at 
noon. * t * 
Energy Crisis Demotion Questioned 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Majority Leader 
Mike Mansfield disagreed Tuesday with President 
WASHINGTON (AP) —"'Hie annual Cost to con­
sumers for a market basket of farm-produced 
groceries jumped $30 from December to January, the 
Agriculture Department said Tuesday. 
The department said the increase put the market 
basket cost at ^record annual rate of $1,680 and oc-
curFed despite-si^ne shrint in the-ffliddleman price-
spreads. , ;* 
Last month's increase, the third in a row, pushed the 
indicator tip 1.8 percent f romDecember It was $27, or 
1.6 percent, above the previous high set last August. 
J; -
Citations Issued jr» Gas Lines 
- HARLINGEN (AP) — Harlingen Police Chief Guy 
Anderson said Tuesday several persons have been 
given traffic tickets for violations while waiting in line 
for gasoline. & 
Gasoline is hard to find here, and it is impossible to 
buy gasoline without waiting in line. Some line* 
said the 
news con-
Energy Office last weekend to raise prices 
by 2 cents a gallon. Then, on Monday, the 
government okayed another ^enny-a-
gallon boost in the wholesale price, effec­
tive March 1. 
i Standard Oil Co. of California officials' 
planned a meeting Wednesday ni^it to 
decide what to do about prices* A 
spokesman would say only, "No price in­
crease is planned before March 1." 
The company already has raised the 
price it charges dealers by 5 cents a gallon 
since Dec. 1. 
Exxon, Gulf and Shell Oil said they had 
made no decisions yet about new price 
hikes: 
A spokesman at Mobil said a decision 
probably won't be made until late Thurs­
day. : • v '-V 
The Oil and Gas Journal, reporting on a 
55-city survey, says the average retail 
price of gasoline on Feb. 12, 1974, was 
46.76 cents a gallon. On Feb. 13, 1973; the 
average price was 36.95. 
President Nixon said in his news con­
ference Monday night that the crisis stage. 
of the energy crisis is over and predicted 
there was a better-than-even chance the 
nation could avoid gasoline rationing. He 
said the gasoline lines would get shorter 
by spring. 
The Petroleum' Council, an advisory 
panel to the Interior Department com­
posed of oil industry executives, concluded 
that additional reductions in fuel usage, in­
cluding gasoline, will be required to 
balance demand with supply. 
The Federal Energy Office said the 
whole thing Was a matter of semantics. 
Whether you call it a crisis or a problem, 
the FEO said, "we still have an energy 
emergency because we are going to con­
tinue to have a shortage of gasoline." 
- California Gov. Ronald Reagan readied 
an announcement on an odd-even gasoline 
' marketing system that will be established 
in any county where officials request it. 



































Nixon's assertion that the energy situation no longer is stretched as far as two blocks early Tuesday, 
a crisis. 
Mansfield &aid he* waited 35 minutes in a gasoline 
line and told newsmen: "The shortage remains and so 
does the crisis." He called for immediate rationing. 
. Anderson said the tickets were for improper parking 
and driving the Wrong way: The fine for improper 
parking is $2; parking in a no parking zone, $5; and $10 
for driying the wrong way.. 
Lights are burning at night in state, 
government office buildings, such as 
the Stephen F. Austin Building, 
because it is more efficient for night­
time operations, the assistant director 
at the State Building and Property Ser-. 
vice Division said Tuesday. - • 
Night lighting is required for • 
custodial and computer operations, 
Robert A. Jenkins said. 
Jenkins said changing the hours of 
custodial operations to reduce lighting 
requirements was considered, but the 
ent night schedule from 5:45 p.m. 
to 1:30 a.m. has more balance of ef­
ficiency and lighting conservation. 
The 30 custodians work three floors 
at a time. 
"If they cleaned- the" same floor 
together, energy consumption would 
drop but efficiency also .would 
decrease," Jenkins said. Y' 











Personal Papers Claim 
—•—: — Two Mentioned"by Nixon Reject StmilGrity 
;• BOSTON (AP) — Two men who Presi- made deductions such as I made, in this "In 1966 I gave my personal cor-
dent Nixon said took the same kind of tax particular case." ^ il„despondence and- manuscripts--to- the 
deduction he did for personal papers con- Nixon referred to a federal tax dediip-
tributed to the government or public agen^" -tien of $576,000 he took for the donation of 
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cies took issue with the chief executive 
• Tuesday. - . ,>v 
One, Jerome B. Wiesner, said he never 
got any deduction at all for donating 
papers to the National Archives. . 
The White House- subsequently. 
acknowledged that Wiesner did not claim 
such a tax deduction and said President-
Nixon regrets saying he did. 
. Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L. 
Warren said Nixon's inclusion of Wiesner 
- in a toief-listing of individittte who had 
claimed such tax deductions was based on 
news accounts citing Wiesner as one who 
had given his papers to the government. 
Nixon* in his news conference Monday 
night, said that Wiesner, John Kenneth 
Galbralth, former Vice-President Hubert 
H. Humphrey and the late President Lyn-
: don B. Johnson were, among those "who 
his vice-presidential papers to the 
National Archives. Such deductions have 
now been ruled out, and there have been 
allegations that Nixon's donation of the 
papers did not come until after the cutoff 
date. ;S,' 
Wiesner, president of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, said lie con­
tributed his papers from 1961-1964 When he 
was a presidential science adviser. But he 
said he has never taken any tax deductions 
El 
dent got,his information, but he's wrpng," 
Wiesner said.^ ' •' "' 
Galbraith. wJHaryard' economics 
professor and former'ambassador to In­
dia, said.he took a $4,S00 tax deduction in 
1966 for private correspondence with a 
"wide variety of people, from John 
Steinbeck to Adlai Stevenson. to 1972 
mi 
Kennedy Library at their request. Hiese 
were valSed, as I recall,. by appraisers 
selected by Uie library at exactly $4,S00, 
Galbraith said in a prepared stateipent 
issued from Switzerland, where, he is 
resting and writing. ^ - .* 
"Being 1966, that deductibh reqiiired ho 
^juggling of the date to make it legal," he 
.added^j^^^|5iig^|a:^ 
: ''I hear'the President is- iising'me as hit 
moral shield," Galbraith said. "It doesn't 
work. Such official papers as I possessed I 
left behind when I departed from 
ashington or New Delhi, India. 
".I took no deduction o^ even thought of 
" for the official papers^ he said. 
' Humphrey has said earlier that he took 
federal tax deductions of $199,153 on the 
donation of his vice-presidential {wpers to 
the Minnesota Historical Society. .He said 
the contributions involved the years 1969 
BBS 
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